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March 1, 2011

The Honourable James Moore, P.C., M.P.
Minister of Canadian Heritage and Official Languages
Ottawa, Ontario

Minister:

I have the honour of submitting to you, in accordance with the provisions 
of section 20(1) of the National Film Act, the Annual Report of the National Film 
Board of Canada for the period ended March 31, 2010.

The report also provides highlights of noteworthy events of this fiscal year.

Yours respectfully,

Tom Perlmutter
Government Film Commissioner and  
Chairperson of the National Film Board of Canada



/ the_NFB_in_Numbers

 112  original NFB productions and co-productions

 9  original interactive websites

 140  original NFB films for websites

 93  independent film projects supported by the NFB (FAP and AcIc)

 82  awards

 47	partner libraries 

	 72,313  dVd units (and other individual products) sold in canada

	 1,137 public and private screenings at the NFB mediatheques (Montreal and toronto)

	 4,903  television broadcasts in canada
   
  



/AudieNCes 

 6,540,138 global visits (including canada) to <NFB.ca> and <ONF.ca> 

 4,363,363 global film/trailer views (including canada) at <NFB.ca> and <ONF.ca> 

28,531,309	 total estimated canadian audience:

 2,487,156 views on <NFB.ca> and <ONF.ca>  339,616 online partner views (youtube, dailymotion)  11,540,000 television views 5,553,075 institutional views (health and social services, public libraries, etc.) 	 8,161,978 views in the educational sector  30,462 home video views  206,761 visits to NFB mediatheques (Montreal and toronto)  91,093 views at public screenings of NFB films  21,851 theatrical views  99,317 partner library views

http://www.NFB.ca
http://www.ONF.ca
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1 the comScore 2009 digital year in Review
2 Inter@ctive Reid Report, March 2010
3 Idc Worldwide Mobile Phone 2010-2014 Forecast update
4 the comScore 2009 digital year in Review

1/ Message_from_

the_Government_
Film_commissioner

the fiscal year 2009/2010 has been one of ongoing and relentless change.  
the digital revolution continued to transform our lives—socially, economically, 
politically and culturally. New industries were created, and old ones transformed, 
as people took advantage of new media platforms to create, share and consume 
content across distances, borders and cultures, as never before. 

canadians continued to embrace digital technology in increasing numbers. 
According to the comScore 2009 report,1 digital media use in canada grew 11% 
over the previous three years. On average, there were more than 24.5 million 
canadians online each month—among the world’s highest Internet usage rates. 
In March 2010, Ipsos reported that for the first time ever in their tracking research, 
weekly Internet use by canadians surpassed time spent watching television.2 

canada is also now among the top three countries in smartphone penetration across 
the globe, according to Idc canada.3 In addition, canadians have become the 
greatest consumers of video online: the number of videos streamed online in 2009 
grew 123% over the previous year. time spent online watching video increased 
by 169%. By the end of 2009, the average unique canadian viewer was spending  
20.6 hours per month watching video.4 

Innovation and experimentation in new media forms is an intrinsic part of who we are 
at canada’s public film producer, and we’re committed to taking a global leadership 
position for canada in the digital media age. Our collection is a national cultural 
legacy and we’re working hard to make this heritage available to all canadians  
on the platforms of their choice, in both official languages; this includes our goal  
to bring the NFB’s content-rich online experience into every classroom, with a wealth 
of material on canadian history, culture, society and more. 

digital media is more than just a new set of distribution platforms. It is—or can 
be—the basis for exciting new forms of interactive creation. today, we’re exploring 
the boundaries of this new media landscape through a range of groundbreaking 
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5 Projections of the diversity of the canadian Population 2006 to 2031, Statistics Canada, March 2010

digital works. this terrain is taking shape now, defined by creators and users alike, 
and it’s here that the NFB is once again applying its expertise in experimentation, 
risk taking and innovation.

these technological changes also coincide with a profound transformation in 
canadian society. Projections of the diversity of the canadian Population predict that 
within a couple of decades, our major urban centres will be increasingly composed 
of what we today call “visible minorities.”5 

We are in the middle of a grand social experiment, redefining what it is to be a nation 
not in terms of ethnicity but on the basis of a common civil democratic culture. 
to make that work we need a great deal of space—both public and private—to 
engage, to explore, to share. In moving forward, we need to understand that there is 
something crucial at stake here—and it has to do with bringing canadians together. 
It goes beyond preserving or protecting culture; it is about ensuring that it is strong, 
flourishing and confident. In French. In english. In Aboriginal languages. One way  
of doing this is to make certain that our public cultural institutions are responding  
to that challenge, creating a space where canadians can come together. And meeting 
the world confidently, and on our own terms. the NFB is helping to do exactly that.

/ MidwAy iN our sTrATegiC PlAN

With the conclusion of the 2009/2010 fiscal year, we’ve also arrived at the midway 
point in the NFB’s five-year Strategic Plan, and it’s a good time to reflect on what 
has been accomplished to date, and where we need to go from here.

Our production centres and studios have continued to build on canada’s reputation 
for excellence in auteur animation and point-of-view documentaries, in both official 
languages. We’ve also retooled our emerging filmmaker programs to reflect how 
media is being created and shared in the digital age. 

Interactive projects have become an increasingly important part of our programming 
slate, as demonstrated by such award-winning works as Waterlife Interactive 
and GDP – Measuring the human side of the Canadian economic crisis/ 

PIB – L’indice humain de la crise économique canadienne. Our cross-media 
Filmmaker-in-Residence project, embodying the spirit of our legendary Challenge 
for Change program, has in turn inspired the multi-year, multimedia, collaborative 
documentary project HigHrise.

We committed ourselves to making the works of the NFB readily and widely 
accessible to canadian and international audiences on all relevant platforms. We 
launched our Online Screening Room, followed in turn by the launch of our iPhone 
and iPad apps. Our digital distribution partnerships have helped us reach new 
audiences, while our e-cinema project has brought the experience of cinema to  
a growing number of communities in Atlantic canada.

to date, there have been over seven million views of NFB works on digital platforms: 
a remarkable achievement in a short period of time and a testament to the 
importance of new technology to the NFB, going forward. 

this new kind of immediacy and connection also requires a novel approach 
to managing our collection. We’ve put in place a plan to move the entire NFB library  
to a digital Source Master within the next four years. And we’ve managed to do 
this without new funding, by finding savings equivalent to 5% of our total budget 
and investing that in our digital transformation—something I’m committed to doing  
for each year of my mandate. 

We also dedicated ourselves to making the NFB a model for the creative organization 
of the twenty-first century. today, at the halfway point in our plan, we can already see 
results. the NFB is better organized, more cohesive, with improved practices and 
workflows: We’ve brought fresh leadership to the NFB english and French Programs 
and created digital content programming teams for both branches. 

Our successes to date indicate we’re on the right track, despite challenging times. 
And as we stand at the midway point in our Strategic Plan, we’re committed  
to finding fresh ways to connect with canadians in every region of the country,  
and to providing leadership in excellence and innovation in traditional and new media.

http://filmmakerinresidence.nfb.ca/
http://highrise.nfb.ca/
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/ A New slATe oF iNNovATive ProduCTioNs

this fiscal year, some of canada’s most acclaimed animators were back with 
dazzling works. chris lavis and Maciek Szczerbowski, creators of the Oscar-
nominated short Madame Tutli-Putli, gave us Higglety Pigglety Pop! or There 
Must Be More to Life, while chris landreth, Academy Award winner for Ryan, 
provided another astonishing foray into digital animation with The Spine. two-time 
Oscar nominee cordell Barker completed his third acclaimed NFB film, Runaway, 
and then capped off the year by joining the NFB in Winnipeg as a creative consultant 
for Prairie filmmakers. theodore ushev’s Lipsett Diaries/Les journaux de Lipsett, 
exploring the art and life of legendary NFB filmmaker Arthur lipsett, has garnered 
numerous awards, including the canadian Film Institute Award for Best canadian 
Animation at the Ottawa International Animation Festival, while claude cloutier 
brought the horror of World War I to life in his powerful ink-and-brush animated 
The Trenches/La tranchée. 

In documentary film, legendary filmmaker Fernand dansereau examined how 
Quebec students are taking up today’s environmental challenges in Les porteurs 
d’espoir (Hope Builders), while Shira Avni’s Tying Your Own Shoes received 
the Golden dove Award from the International leipzig Festival for documentary 
and Animated Film for its look at four artists with down syndrome. Ginette Pellerin 
focused on prize-winning Acadian writer Antonine Maillet in the documentary 
Antonine Maillet – Les possibles sont infinis (Antonine Maillet: The 
Possibilities Are Endless), created to mark the thirtieth anniversary of Maillet’s 
Prix Goncourt win. Dans le ventre du moulin (The Image Mill Revealed), 
by Mariano Franco and Marie Belzil, took us inside a remarkable project created  
by Robert lepage and ex Machina for the four-hundredth anniversary of Quebec city.

Our digital highlights in 2009/2010 included GDP – Measuring the human 
side of the Canadian economic crisis/PIB – L’indice humain de la crise 
économique canadienne <gdp.nfb.ca>. In a year in which canada weathered 
the greatest economic downturn since the Great depression, our first bilingual web 
documentary provided a pan-canadian look at the far-reaching effects of the crisis. 
GDP/PIB also presented us with a new way to create documentary works: under 
the direction of Hélène choquette, a team of field directors and photographers  
in communities across canada posted five new works online each week, for a total 
of two hundred short documentaries and photo essays by September 2010.

the year also saw the release of acclaimed web projects such as Waterlife 
Interactive <waterlife.nfb.ca>, winner of a 2010 Webby Award for documentary 
(Individual episode). Inspired by the Primitive entertainment/NFB documentary 
Waterlife by Kevin McMahon, this immersive web experience allows users 
to explore the beauty of the Great lakes as well as the perils facing this irreplaceable 
resource. Écologie sonore <ecologiesonore.ONF.ca> is an engaging and sensitive 
examination of noise pollution and silence, conceived and produced by Hugues 
Sweeney and designed by tOxA. 100 mots pour la folie <malajube.nfb.ca>, 
created in collaboration with Montreal band Malajube and director Ghassan Fayad 
of Kung Fu Numerik, is an interactive music video—the first such work on the NFB’s 
interactive platform. 

/ ACCessiBiliTy ACross New PlATForMs

In 2009/2010, we achieved some breakthroughs in our efforts to provide canadians 
with greater access to their country’s audiovisual legacy.

In the fall, we launched our first mobile app, for the iPhone. Acclaimed as one of the 
best entertainment apps of the year by itunes canada and hailed by technology site 
cNet as “pure iPhone gold,” the NFB Films app surpassed 220,000 downloads and 
720,000 views by the end of the fiscal year—a mere five months after its launch. 
Since then, we’ve followed up our success on the iPhone platform with our popular 
iPad app, and there are other applications for other platforms, now in development.

We concluded agreements to bring the <NFB.ca> experience into classrooms in 
Ontario, British columbia, New Brunswick and the yukon, reaching an estimated  
3.6 million canadian students and providing the NFB with an important new bilingual 
platform for canadian schools. 

We marked our Online Screening Room’s one-year anniversary with the addition of 
both high definition programming and some of our recent experiments in online 3d, 
as a bonus feature. We also expanded our roster of digital distribution partners and 
introduced projects that will help to explore the creative potential of new platforms. 

http://gdp.nfb.ca/
http://waterlife.nfb.ca
http://ecologiesonore.ONF.ca
http://onf.ca/malajube
http://NFB.ca
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/ our seveNTieTH ANNiversAry

the 2009/2010 fiscal year coincided with the National Film Board of canada’s 
seventieth anniversary, in which the NFB was honoured here at home and around 
the world for our track record of excellence and innovation in cinema.

In canada, our seventieth was marked with tributes and retrospectives at events 
across the country. We commissioned two anniversary-related productions that 
would examine the role of the NFB in a wholly new light: Night Mayor, by Winnipeg’s 
inimitable Guy Maddin, and NFB 70 Years, by acclaimed Quebec filmmaker 
Jean-François Pouliot. We also partnered with the National capital commission  
on an outdoor exhibition in confederation Square, showcasing seventy years 
of iconic NFB images, with a web version for those who couldn’t make it to the 
nation’s capital.

Internationally, the NFB was celebrated at special retrospectives in london and 
dublin, at the Festival de cannes and at events in Buenos Aires, Beijing and chengdu, 
china. critically, these events focused attention not just on the NFB but on canadian 
innovation in film, showcasing canadian expertise abroad.

Of all the honours bestowed upon the NFB in its anniversary year, certainly the rarest 
and most enduring was the addition of Norman Mclaren’s classic Neighbours/
Voisins to uNeScO’s Memory of the World Register, identifying the most significant 
archival works from around the world. 

/ PArTNeriNg iN key NATioNAl eveNTs

It was a year in which the NFB stood shoulder to shoulder with canadians at key 
moments in the life of our nation.

As the world gathered in Vancouver for the 2010 Olympic and Paralympic Winter 
Games, the NFB explored ways for canadians to share in the Olympic spirit and 
celebrate canada. We partnered with VANOc on Canada CODE, a grassroots 
portrait of our country created by thousands of canadians online—a first for canada 
and the first such initiative at any Olympic Games. 

For the second year in a row, we worked with the Governor General’s Performing 
Arts Awards to celebrate canada’s leading artists and arts volunteers, bringing 
together independent filmmakers and NFB producers to honour laureates with 
innovative short films, works that have garnered acclaim in their own right.

As the fiscal year drew to a close, production was wrapping on another project 
that would showcase canada to the world. Glimpses/Impressions, directed by 
Jean-François Pouliot and produced by the NFB in collaboration with the department 
of canadian Heritage and cirque du Soleil, offered visitors to the canada Pavilion at 
the World expo 2010 Shanghai an immersive experience, attracting thirty thousand 
people a day.

With canada making great sacrifices to help rebuild Afghanistan, we believed 
it was time for canadians to gain a better understanding of that nation and its 
struggles. Our dVd compilation The Many Faces of Afghanistan was distributed 
to everyone who was part of canada’s efforts in Afghanistan, including canadian 
embassies worldwide and NGOs. 

/ CoNNeCTiNg wiTH CoMMuNiTies

Since its founding, the NFB has worked to bring the experience of cinema to 
canadian communities, providing a platform for discussion and dialogue and 
seeking to reflect the concerns of canadians onscreen. this work continued  
in 2009/2010 via traditional outreach methods such as public screenings, as well 
as online events. 

One important illustration of how we used both film and digital media to engage 
with canadians during the last fiscal year was Work For All <workforall.nfb.ca>, 
the largest online anti-racism event ever in canada, produced by the NFB with 
the participation of Human Resources and Skills development canada. A national 
ten-week film project about racial discrimination on the job, Work For All combined 
online videos and blogs with activities in canadian cities. One documentary in 
particular, elizabeth St. Philip’s The Colour of Beauty, resonated with canadian 
and international audiences, sparking a discussion about racism in the fashion 
industry on cNN.

http://workforall.nfb.ca
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2009/2010 was also the year in which we fi nalized our partnership with Fogo Island, 
creating Newfoundland and Labrador’s fi rst e-cinema installation—and our fi rst 
English-language e-cinema community project. The Fogo Island Film House was 
launched in early 2010/2011 as the centrepiece of a series of sustainable community 
initiatives on the island.

Many of our popular screening programs were back in 2009/2010, including 
the Rendez-vous de la Francophonie program, which offered over 120 NFB 
French-language screenings in forty-six communities across Canada, as well as 
Get Animated!, which featured free animation screenings, workshops for all ages 
and master classes with renowned animators.

/ MAKING BETTER USE OF OUR RESOURCES

Responsible spending and sound management practices—always organizational 
priorities for the NFB—are especially important during tough economic times. 
In 2009/2010, we conducted major streamlining and restructuring of our
operations, increasing productivity and effi ciency through digital tools, reducing 
overhead and duplication of services, and improving our planning, budgeting and 
management processes. 

The last fi scal year also saw us complete the Strategic Review process, a thorough 
evaluation of all of our operations to assess their effi ciency and effectiveness, which 
determined that NFB activities and programming are aligned with the priorities 
of Canadians. 

We introduced a new structure for our production activities in Montreal, as well 
as in Atlantic and Western Canada last fi scal year, one that is allowing us to work 
more closely with local fi lm and media makers and reduce infrastructure costs while 
transferring more resources to programming. In Vancouver, our Pacifi c and Yukon 
Centre is now based in the historic Woodward's Building, bringing us closer to the 
cultural life of Canada’s third largest city. 

/ IN CONCLUSION

A new media landscape is taking shape around us, one formed by both the 
preferences of end users and visionary producers who are fi nding innovative 
ways to marry creativity and technology. In 2009/2010, the National Film Board 
of Canada was a participant in that process as never before, offering new projects 
and platforms. 

Thanks to the dedication and ingenuity of our artists and innovators, the NFB 
is being recognized around the world for our leadership in online and mobile 
content. Canadians who would otherwise be separated by distance and culture 
are connecting through NFB digital platforms and productions. Individuals and 
communities are taking ownership of our online initiatives to make their voices 
heard. New platforms are enabling us to become a more integral part of the lives 
of Canadians, wherever they may be. 

As I write this, I’m in the process of travelling across the country to hear and share 
the diverse stories of Canadians, and fi nd out how the NFB can do a better job 
of being part of Canada’s communities.

We live in a time when the old ways of doing things no longer apply. When 
technological changes and new audience expectations are leaving many of our 
standard business models in the dust, and pushing the boundaries of creation. The 
NFB was made for moments like this. Through seven decades of changes in the 
audiovisual industry, we’ve always been there to help lead the way for Canada—
building a reputation for excellence, and establishing ourselves as the best-known 
Canadian cinematic brand in the world.

Tom Perlmutter
Government Film Commissioner and 
Chairperson of the National Film Board of Canada



TYING YOUR OWN SHOES /  Shira Avni
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2/ About_the_National_Film_

Board_of_canada

/ THe NFB’s seveNTieTH ANNiversAry

Our seventieth anniversary was an occasion to reflect—on the NFB’s track record 
of creative leadership and programming excellence over seven decades, and on the 
exciting new work taking place today at canada’s public producer and distributor.
 
to showcase the NFB’s legacy in a new light, we commissioned Jean-François 
Pouliot’s short film NFB 70 Years, a powerful and at times irreverent look at the 
NFB’s history of innovation and excellence, as well as Guy Maddin’s Night Mayor, 
a fabulist reimaging of the NFB mission by the iconic Winnipeg filmmaker.

the NFB’s seventieth was marked with tributes across canada, at the Hot docs 
canadian International documentary Festival, Banff World television Festival, 
Gémeaux Awards, Festival international du cinéma francophone en Acadie 
in Moncton, calgary International Film Festival, Vancouver International Film Festival, 
Ottawa International Animation Festival, Festival du nouveau cinéma in Montreal, 
Rencontres internationales du documentaire de Montréal, and outdoor screenings 
at the toronto International Film Festival and Montreal World Film Festival. 

For our seventieth anniversary, the NFB created a photographic exhibition, on 
display from May 27 until the fall of 2009 at confederation Square, in the heart  
of Ottawa. Presented in partnership with the National capital commission (Ncc), 
this outdoor exhibit featured twenty-four images representing canada and the NFB’s 
past, present and future—showcased in the city where the NFB was founded. 

the Ncc also invited the NFB to take part in canada day celebrations. On July 1, 
2009, the NFB seventieth anniversary video The World Changes, Our Stories 
Live On was screened several times in english and in French on Parliament Hill 
during the festivities, which drew 350,000 spectators. 

Pepita Ferrari’s Capturing Reality: The Art of Documentary was the centrepiece 
of the NFB’s seventieth anniversary celebrations at both the cineRobotheque in 
Montreal and the Mediatheque in toronto in June 2009, with screenings in both 
official languages, and panel discussions on documentary filmmaking.
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Among the tributes across the globe, the city of cannes presented the NFB with  
a Gold Medal on the occasion of our seventieth anniversary, underlining the special 
connection between canada’s public film producer and distributor and cannes, 
the city of cinema. We were also a special guest at the Festival de cannes, with 
an event at the Festival’s Marché du Film, as well as at Sunny Side of the doc in  
la Rochelle, France.

In the uK, london hosted an impressive slate of activities: In May of 2009, the 
canadian High commission and the Grierson trust held an evening for the NFB 
at canada House. the NFB was also recognized at the Origins – Festival of First 
Nations, the uK’s first festival of First Nations creative arts, with a special tribute 
to Alanis Obomsawin. that same month, evelyn lambart and Norman Mclaren’s 
classic Begone Dull Care was screened at london’s Royal Festival Hall, while in 
the fall, the NFB was honoured with a retrospective at the darklight Festival in dublin. 

the NFB’s expanding presence in china was underscored through two seventieth 
anniversary-related events, a tribute to the NFB at the Sichuan tV Festival, and 
screenings organized by Beijing channel Zero Media. In latin America, a retrospective 
of NFB animation was presented at expotoons in Buenos Aires, Argentina.

/  CreATive leAdersHiP  
ANd ProgrAMMiNg eXCelleNCe

the NFB wrapped up its seventieth anniversary year in 2009/2010 with tributes 
across canada and around the world. But the greatest tribute to NFB innovation 
and excellence last year came in the form of our new productions, which continued 
to demonstrate our leadership in animation, documentary and digital media.  
In 2009/2010, the NFB once again led the way in producing groundbreaking works 
that explore issues that matter to canadians, strengthening canada’s reputation 
worldwide as a source of innovative and socially relevant cinema and new media. 

there were 112 original productions and co-productions completed in 2009/2010, 
up from just over ninety the year before. Our productions last fiscal year also included 
nine web projects, which featured 140 original films for the web. 

It was also a year in which we continued to make good on our commitment 
to reflect the diverse face of canada. Fully one half of our film productions were 
created by Aboriginal filmmakers and other culturally, regionally and linguistically 
diverse canadians, as well as people with disabilities; for our web productions, 
that figure rose to 69%. these statistics prominently include filmmakers from 
official language minority communities (OlMcs), with thirty-one out of 112 original 
productions completed by OlMc filmmakers in 2009/2010, along with twenty-five 
out of 140 original films for the web.

 Distinctive Documentaries

the NFB completed fifty-one documentaries in 2009/2010: these films explored a 
range of issues and concerns, and celebrated canadian excellence and achievement 
across a wide spectrum of fields. 

the true north

canada’s North is on the frontlines of a range of key issues: sovereignty, climate 
change, resource development, culture, and more. NFB filmmakers reflected these 
priorities in 2009/2010, with major new works.

Arctic Circle combines Hd footage from some of the world’s most desolate 
and stunning locations with computer graphics to offer a truly circumpolar look 
at sweeping changes now underway in the Arctic. this two-part series was  
co-produced by the NFB with NHK (Japan), and co-directed by Wally longul, 
takashi Shibasaki and Atsushi Nishida.  

No canadian writer has played a greater role in creating a sense of connection 
to the canadian North than Farley Mowat. In Finding Farley, leanne Allison 
and Karsten Heuer journey overland from calgary to cape Breton on an amazing 
five thousand-kilometre odyssey to retrace his literary footsteps. Awards for this 
acclaimed NFB production include the Grand Prize and People’s choice awards 
at the Banff Mountain Film Festival, and the Best canadian Film Award at the 
Vancouver International Mountain Film Festival.
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co-produced by les Productions Virage and the NFB, Martha qui vient du froid 
(Martha of the North) by Marquise lepage chronicles the true story of Martha 
Flaherty, the granddaughter of Robert Flaherty, the mythic filmmaker who directed 
Nanook of the North, the first film ever made about the Inuit. In the mid-1950s, 
Martha and her family were relocated to the Far North, where daily life was often  
a battle to stay alive. 

celebrating canadian creativity

through their talent and dedication, canadians have achieved greatness in every 
range of creative endeavour. As canada’s public producer, the NFB works to ensure 
that these individuals and their achievements get the recognition they deserve—here 
at home and around the world.

thirty years after Antonine Maillet received the Prix Goncourt for her novel Pélagie-la-
Charrette, the Acadian author remains the only canadian to have won this prestigious 
honour. the NFB celebrated the life and work of this world-renowned artist with 
Antonine Maillet – Les possibles sont infinis (Antonine Maillet – The Possibilities 
Are Endless), directed by Ginette Pellerin and co-produced by the NFB and Améri Ka 
Productions. the film was screened throughout the Acadian region, in Montreal, toronto 
and France, and received a national telecast on Radio-canada and RdI.

For the second consecutive year, the NFB brought together acclaimed filmmakers and 
NFB producers to craft a series of short signature works honouring the laureates of 
the Governor General’s Performing Arts Awards, creating a lasting cinematic legacy. In 
2009/2010, we honoured laureates R. Murray Schafer, clémence desRochers, Robert 
lepage, Édith Butler, Peggy Baker, George F. Walker, Paul Gross and James d. Fleck. 

Dans le ventre du Moulin (The Image Mill Revealed) documents the final 
months leading up to The Image Mill, a spectacular public art project by Quebec 
city-born playwright, actor and film director Robert lepage and ex Machina. 
created to help celebrate the four-hundredth anniversary of Quebec city, The Image 
Mill was projected onto grain silos in Quebec’s Old Port, using images from the NFB 
archives. Dans le ventre du Moulin was directed by Marie Belzil and Mariano 
Franco, and co-produced by les Productions du 8e art and the NFB.

Winner of the Golden dove Award at the International leipzig Festival for 
documentary and Animated Film, Shira Avni’s Tying Your Own Shoes is an 
animated documentary about the lives of four artists with down syndrome. 

In the world’s artistic landscape, direct cinema pioneer Pierre Perrault’s work stands 
alone, encompassing over half a century of history, from poetry and prose to radio, 
film and theatre. L’œuvre de Pierre Perrault/Pierre Perrault Film Works brings 
together all of Perrault’s films in a remastered, five-volume dVd box set that includes 
films subtitled in english for the first time and never-before published documents. 

Finally, as the 2009/2010 fiscal year drew to a close, The Socalled Movie had its 
world premiere at the SxSW festival in Austin, texas. the film is a kaleidoscopic 
portrait of Montreal-based artist Socalled, a.k.a. Josh dolgin, a multidisciplinary 
musician who creates a unique blend of klezmer, hip hop and funk. The Socalled 
Movie is directed by Garry Beitel and co-produced by reFrame Films and the NFB.

exploring contemporary issues

In 2009/2010, NFB documentaries explored a wide range of social and environmental 
issues: protecting our environment, confronting racism, child poverty and spousal 
abuse, as well as understanding the roots of international conflict. 

two documentaries from Quebec looked at what can be done to meet our 
environmental challenges. In Les porteurs d’espoir (Hope Builders), legendary 
filmmaker Fernand dansereau examines a new teaching method aimed at helping 
children to better identify and resolve problems. In Sylvie Van Brabant’s Earth 
Keepers/Visionnaires planétaires, Quebec environmental activist Mikael Rioux 
introduces viewers to seven visionaries with concrete solutions to ecological 
problems. this Productions du Rapide-Blanc/NFB co-production opened theatrically 
in Montreal and Quebec city following its world premiere at the Festival du nouveau 
cinéma, and was also named best canadian long-form film at the Planet in Focus 
Film Festival in toronto.
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With canada working to maintain a more secure future for the Afghan people, 
the NFB’s dVd box set The Many Faces of Afghanistan brought together 
four documentaries that offer a human perspective on this complex, diverse and 
embattled country. copies were distributed to canadian embassies worldwide,  
in order to raise awareness of canada’s engagement in Afghanistan. 

interactive proDuctions

this is the first time interactive projects have their own section within the creative 
leadership and Programming excellence chapter of the NFB Annual Report—an 
indication of the growing importance of digital programming at the NFB. In all, we 
released nine web productions in 2009/2010, including three by emerging media 
makers. 

Highlights included GDP – Measuring the human side of the Canadian 
economic crisis/PIB – L’indice humain de la crise économique canadienne 
<gdp.nfb.ca>, our first bilingual web documentary—a pan-canadian project that 
bears witness to the human impact of the most severe downturn since the Great 
depression. under the direction of documentary filmmaker Hélène choquette, and 
with the participation of over thirty gifted filmmakers and photographers across 
canada, GDP/PIB combines documentary shorts and photo essays to form 

 

a mosaic of how canadians are experiencing the crisis. the project attracted several 
thousand followers on Facebook, twitter and other social networks, many of whom 
contributed their own material, enriching the overall experience. When GDP/PIB 
wrapped up in September 2010, it featured more than two hundred original films  
and photo essays, constituting an invaluable audiovisual record of a pivotal time  

“A bold experiment . . . rolling out content in near ‘real-time’ is 
more interactive and feels more organic to the web than the classic 
documentary approach.” 

_ANdReA PItZeR, Harvard university’s Nieman Foundation 
for Journalism, on GDP/PIB

Work For All is a collection of eleven short films created to encourage discussion 
and dialogue on the issue of racism in the workplace, produced by the NFB with the 
participation of Human Resources and Skills development canada. Beginning March 
21, 2010, on the International day for the elimination of Racial discrimination, the 
NFB also launched five new films on the Work For All website <workforall.nfb.ca>, 
as part of a national ten-week event combining online videos, blogging and activities 
in canadian cities. Work For All featured documentaries by tetchena Bellange 
(Doctors Without Residency), Nadia Myre (As I Am) and elizabeth St. Philip 
(The Colour of Beauty), a “mockumentary” by cal Garingan (Jaded), and an 
animated short directed by claire Blanchet (The Interview). 

Four Feet Up looked at how child poverty persists in canada, even amid the plenty 
of Nova Scotia’s Annapolis Valley. directed by Nance Ackerman, Four Feet Up was 
screened in six canadian cities on November 24, 2009—the twentieth anniversary of 
the House of commons’ promise to eliminate child poverty in canada. distinguished 
NFB filmmaker Alanis Obomsawin explored the issues of academic freedom and 
public accountability for institutions of learning in Professor Norman Cornett: 
‘Since when do we divorce the right answer from an honest answer?’, which 
premiered at the Hot docs festival.

Namrata is a short documentary by Shazia Javed about Namrata Gill, a Punjabi 
woman who endured years of physical and emotional abuse by her husband and 
in-laws. One of the real-life inspirations for deepa Mehta’s NFB co-produced feature 
film Heaven on Earth, Namrata helped open the door to discussions on domestic 
violence amongst canadians from culturally diverse communities.

Paul cowan’s Paris 1919, co-produced by the NFB and 13 Production, combined 
documentary and drama to recreate the world-changing Paris Peace conference, 
whose effects continue to be felt to this day. Inspired by canadian historian Margaret 
MacMillan’s best-selling book, Paris 1919 won the award for History & Biography 
program at the Banff World television Festival.

http://gdp.nfb.ca/
http://workforall.nfb.ca
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in the life of canada. GDP/PIB received the Applied Arts Magazine Interactive 
Award, as well as the NuMIx Award—the first awards for excellence in multimedia 
production in Quebec—in the Original Production: News and Magazine category. 

Waterlife Interactive <waterlife.nfb.ca> is a web project inspired by the Primitive 
entertainment/NFB co-produced documentary Waterlife, directed by Kevin 
McMahon. An immersive exploration of the Great lakes, the last great supply  
of fresh drinking water on earth, Waterlife Interactive was produced by the NFB 
and designed by Jam3Media. It received the 2010 Webby Award in the category of 
documentary, Individual episode. It was also honoured with the Best cross-Platform 
Project award at the canadian New Media Awards and the city of Karlsruhe Prize 
at the BaKaFORuM 2010 tV and Media Forum in Karlsruhe, Germany, recognizing 
the best educational, societal or science multimedia projects. 

100 mots pour la folie <malajube.nfb.ca> is an interactive music video—the first 
such work on the NFB’s interactive platform. created by director Ghassan Fayad 
of Kung Fu Numerik in collaboration with Montreal band Malajube, this innovative 
project lets site visitors create a unique video clip utilizing visuals from the NFB’s 
archives, which span more than seventy years of production.

Another NFB Quebec production, Écologie sonore <ecologiesonore.nfb.ca>, 
was conceived and produced by Hugues Sweeney and designed by tOxA.  
In this documentary web project, four soundscapes create a unique experience and  
a playful multimedia journey, offering sensitive insights into how our world has 
become increasingly noisy.

launched in September 2009 at the Pacific cinematheque in Vancouver, Playing 
It Safe <playing-it-safe.nfb.ca> is a web project for young people at risk by young 
people at risk, initiated by edmonton filmmaker terri Wynnyk, and developed by 
the NFB in partnership with the youthcO AIdS Society, iHuman and the youth 
Restorative Action Project. 

auteur animation

NFB artists completed forty-five short animated works in 2009/2010, films that 
continued to enhance the NFB and canada’s reputation around the world as  
a source of innovative, visionary animation.  

One of the NFB’s most acclaimed and beloved animators, two-time Oscar nominee 
cordell Barker, was back in 2009/2010 with Runaway, a short film that was almost 
prescient in seeming to predict the global economic crisis. Produced in cordell’s 
hometown of Winnipeg, Runaway captured more than a dozen awards, including 
a Special Jury Award from the Annecy International Animated Film Festival. 

chris lavis and Maciek Szczerbowski, creators of the Oscar-nominated short 
Madame Tutli-Putli, completed Higglety Pigglety Pop! or There Must Be More 
to Life, their new puppet-animated work based on the book of the same name 
by Maurice Sendak, featuring the voices of Meryl Streep and Forest Whitaker and 
produced by the NFB in association with Warner Home Video.

In his experimental short Mamori, artist Karl lemieux worked with avant-garde 
composer Francisco lópez, a specialist in field recordings, to transform images and 
sounds from the Amazon rain forest into an intense sensory experience. the film had 
its world premiere at the Musée d’art contemporain de Montréal, before opening  
at the prestigious International Film Festival Rotterdam.

Released in late 2009/2010, claude cloutier’s The Trenches/La tranchée is 
the intense cinematic tale of a young World War I soldier that combines archival 
images with ink-and-brush artistry, while Lipsett Diaries/Les journaux de Lipsett 
takes us into the world of legendary NFB experimental filmmaker Arthur lipsett,  
in a collaboration between animator theodore ushev and Ottawa-based animation 
critic and historian chris Robinson.

http://waterlife.nfb.ca
http://onf.ca/malajube
http://ecologiesonore.nfb.ca
http://playing-it-safe.nfb.ca
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this year also saw the launch of the dVd box set Jacques Drouin – Œuvre 
complète sur écran d’épingles/Jacques Drouin – Complete Pinscreen 
Works, compiling the work of this pioneer in the legendary Alexeïeff-Parker 
pinscreen process, and Animation Express, a collection of over two dozen recent 
works from our animation studios in a dVd and special Blu-ray edition.

aboriginal filmmaking

the NFB worked with Aboriginal artists and filmmakers across a wide range of 
genres in 2009/2010, encompassing documentary, animation, drama, experimental 
and multidisciplinary projects, and including our first 3d stereoscopic Aboriginal 
work. It’s all part of the NFB’s leadership in producing works by Aboriginal directors, 
and helping to share their perspectives with audiences across the country and 
around the world.

thirteen First Nations and Inuit artists and filmmakers from across canada created 
films for Vistas, a collection of short works exploring the theme of nationhood. the 
collection featured the directorial talents of Shane Belcourt (Boxed In), Marie Burke 
(Carrying Fire), tracey deer (Crossing the Line), Jerry evans (Red Ochre), Zoe 
l. Hopkins (Button Blanket), lisa Jackson (The Visit), Melanie Jackson (Dancers 
of the Grass), Adam Jones (Wave a Red Flag), Shannon letandre (Trapper), 
diane Obomsawin (Walk-in-the-Forest), Alan Syliboy and Nance Ackerman 
(Little Thunder), doug Smarch (Ignition) and Jobie Weetaluktuk (InukShop). 
Vistas comprised a staggering array of techniques and styles, including drama 
and non-fiction, stop-motion and cGI animation, multimedia and 3d live action 
directed by canada Award winner tracey deer. Vistas was a collaboration of the 
NFB and APtN, with the participation of every production studio in the NFB’s english 
Program, from Halifax to Vancouver. the films are featured at <NFB.ca>, as well as 
digital Nations <digitalnations.ca>, originally created for the 2010 cultural Olympiad. 

Winner of the Alanis Obomsawin Best documentary Award at the imagineNAtIVe 
Film + Media Arts Festival in toronto, dennis Allen’s CBQM looks at the vital role 
this Aboriginal radio station plays in the lives of the teetl’it Gwich’in community  
in the Mackenzie delta. 

the Rezolution Pictures/NFB co-produced documentary Reel Injun explores 
the changing image of Aboriginal peoples in cinema, from the silent era to today. 
directed by cree filmmaker Neil diamond, Reel Injun was distributed theatrically 
in canada last fiscal year by domino Films, following its world premiere at the toronto 
International Film Festival. 

the 2009/2010 year was also notable for the launch of the Productions totam/
NFB co-production Wapikoni – Escale à Kitcisakik (Wapikoni – Encounter 
in Kitcisakik), a feature documentary by Mathieu Vachon exploring the work of 
the Wapikoni mobile production studio, which travelled to Aboriginal communities 
across northern Quebec with the support of the NFB. upon its premiere at the 
Festival du nouveau cinéma in October of 2009, the Montreal Gazette gave it four 
stars, calling it “A film testifying to the resilience of First Nations youth and the 
transformative power of creation.” 

No discussion of Aboriginal filmmaking would be complete without mentioning 
Alanis Obomsawin: iconic filmmaker and artist, and Officer of the Order of canada.  
In April of 2009, Ms. Obomsawin was honoured by Hot docs with a richly deserved 
Outstanding Achievement Award.

experimental cinema

In 2009/2010, the NFB provided emerging and established filmmakers and artists 
the opportunity to create works that pushed the boundaries of cinema—cutting edge 
works that could only have been realized within the unique creative environment  
of the NFB.

“I lost myself for hours, days even, among those dreamy images, 
constantly finding shots and sequences I’d have been very proud to have 
created myself. So I had to content myself with including them in this 
new Film Board project, and hopefully magicking together a framework 
that was worthy of them.”
_Guy MAddIN on the NFB archives

http://www.NFB.ca
http://digitalnations.ca
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Filmed in Winnipeg to mark the seventieth anniversary of the NFB, Guy Maddin’s 
Night Mayor paid tribute to the NFB’s role in creating a sense of what it means 
to be canadian, through a fabulist reimaging of our mission, fusing canadian 
movie mythmaking with the iconic Northern lights. Winner of the award for Best 
experimental Short at the South by Southwest Festival, Night Mayor was in part 
inspired by hours the filmmaker had spent poring over material in the NFB’s archives 
for his acclaimed feature My Winnipeg. 

Filmmakers Julia Kwan, Murray Siple, Scott Smith and chloé leriche were also 
inspired by canadian images and stories to create experimental works. their 
inspiration came from videos and texts submitted by canadians across the country 
to Canada CODE, which was the centrepiece of the NFB’s participation in the 
2010 cultural Olympiad. the Pacific and yukon centre in Vancouver produced 
Kwan’s Blossom, Siple’s Cold Fronts and Smith’s Where Do I Start?, with 
the NFB French Program producing leriche’s Soleils bleus (Blue Suns). these 
experimental short films were featured both online and at Olympic venues and cOde 
lIVe exhibition sites in a program of shorts commissioned by VANOc.

2009/2010 was also a year that saw renowned artists working with the NFB  
to create groundbreaking views of canadian urban life. Cold Morning, by visual 
artist Mark lewis, is a trilogy of short films exploring well-known toronto urban 
landscapes in winter, creating a tableau of images both familiar and elusive. this 
NFB co-production premiered at the toronto International Film Festival and was 
commissioned by the Justina M. Barnicke Gallery to represent canada at the 
prestigious Venice Biennale. In 2009/2010, we also completed work on Glimpses/
Impressions, filmmaker Jean-François Pouliot’s immersive experience for the 
canada Pavilion at the World expo 2010 in Shanghai, which utilizes three thousand 
animated photos over a large 150-degree screen to put visitors in the heart  
of a composite canadian city.

special events anD milestones

Honours for norman mclaren 

In 2009/2010, Neighbours/Voisins by NFB animation founder Norman Mclaren 
was added to the united Nations educational, Scientific and cultural Organization’s 
(uNeScO) Memory of the World Register, listing the most significant documentary 
heritage collections in the world, including such eminent works as the Gutenberg 
Bible and the original manuscript of the Ninth Symphony by ludwig van Beethoven.

It was also the year in which Norman Mclaren was inducted into the canadian Film 
and television Hall of Fame, at a ceremony in September 2009 during the toronto 
International Film Festival.

more milestones

In addition to our seventieth, 2009/2010 marked the thirty-fifth anniversary of the 
Acadia Studio in Moncton. the studio was established in 1974 with the support 
of Acadian filmmaker léonard Forest, who will now be honoured every year at the 
Festival international du cinéma francophone en Acadie through the Prix la Vague/
léonard Forest for the best Acadian medium-length and feature film. 

initiatives for emerging filmmakers

In 2009/2010, canada’s public producer continued to play a lead role in developing 
new generations of canadian film and media makers, with programs that helped 
to promote and strengthen canada’s creative economy. We conducted twenty-five  
talent-nurturing initiatives for emerging film and media makers in 2009/2010, 
providing professional mentoring for more than 253 canadians. Of these, more 
than 190 participants were from culturally, regionally and linguistically diverse 
communities, including Aboriginal and disabled professionals. 
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the digital component of these mentorship programs expanded significantly last 
year, reflecting how media is being created and shared in our new media age. 
Improved NFB programs are helping to ensure that canadian creators have the 
tools they need to succeed in a highly competitive marketplace, on digital and 
cross-media platforms. 

First Person digital <firstpersondigital.ca> is a collaboration between the NFB 
english Program’s Quebec centre and Studio xx, offering training and production for 
women exploring new approaches to storytelling in multimedia, and made possible 
by the financial assistance of the department of canadian Heritage through the 
Official languages Support Programs' cultural development Fund. After two rounds 
of jury selection, six projects were chosen, with final works premiering on November 
18, 2010 at Studio xx’s HtMlles Festival of Media Art and digital culture.

In 2009/2010, we introduced a new category for digital media content in our calling 
card program, an NFB/tVO joint initiative for emerging documentary filmmakers 
in Ontario. Our program winners were Unheralded, a television documentary 
by Aaron Hancox and Allie caldwell, and The Next Day, a new media project 
created by Shahid Quadri and produced by Alex Jansen.

digital media—specifically, stereoscopic 3d technology—also had a huge impact 
on our Hothouse program for emerging animators <films.nfb.ca/hothouse>, now 
in its sixth year. We added a whole new dimension in 2009/2010: for the first time, 
Hothouse films were produced in stereoscopic 3d. the response was enormous, 
with the NFB’s Animation Studio receiving a record 186 proposals. Six participants 
from calgary, toronto, Winnipeg and Montreal took part. 

In October of 2009, we introduced New Screen, an initiative for emerging filmmakers 
in Newfoundland and labrador, in partnership with the Newfoundland and labrador 
Film development corporation. New Screen is designed to encourage and develop 
emerging filmmakers and digital media makers interested in exploring short formats, 
across a variety of screens, including digital platforms. 

Also in the fall, the NFB, Agentic communications, Bc Film and the SFu Praxis 
centre for Screenwriters launched Melting Silos, a concept development project 
with the participation of telefilm canada’s New Media Fund – Sectoral Assistance. 
the goal of the Melting Silos program is to connect local filmmakers and new media 
talent and facilitate the process of developing material specifically for the web. 

Other NFB digital mentorship initiatives included Social Media for Filmmakers,  
a series of workshops in calgary and edmonton presented by our North West centre, 
as well as My tomorrow, a digital storytelling workshop for youth with developmental 
disabilities, presented by the NFB Pacific and yukon centre in collaboration with 
Kickstart (formerly the Society for disability Arts and culture) and the Burnaby 
Association for community Inclusion. NFB Quebec centre producer Kat Baulu also 
selected three finalists for the dOc ReBoot training program, providing filmmakers 
with mentorship from industry professionals on cross-platform documentaries. 

In 2009/2010, we also announced the winner of the NFB New Media Pitch at the 
Banff World television Festival. the winner received a co-production development 
deal from the NFB along with a scholarship to attend the Interactive Screen Program 
at the Banff centre’s renowned New Media Institute. 

We partnered once again with the dOxA documentary Film Festival in Vancouver 
on the connexions youth Forum, designed to foster documentary filmmaking and 
storytelling skills in youth between the ages of nineteen and twenty-six. In keeping 
with the forum’s focus on gender equality, we worked with six young women whose 
short films were shown on the last evening of dOxA. 

Internationally, the NFB was once again the sole canadian partner in content 360, 
MIPtV’s cross Media Festival, selecting the finalists for the category “Interactive 
documentaries on green issues.” And for the fifth year running, the NFB launched its 
Online Short Film competition at the Festival de cannes, in partnership with the Short 
Film corner and youtube, with ten finalists selected from over 1,400 submissions 
from around the world.

http://firstpersondigital.ca
http://films.nfb.ca/hothouse
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official language minority communities 

In 2009/2010, we offered eight mentorship initiatives benefitting 117 aspiring and 
emerging filmmakers from official language minority communities. Highlights included:

the new edition of our tremplin competition <blogue.onf.ca/tremplin>, encouraging 
emerging filmmakers in canada’s minority francophone communities. tremplin 
enables budding filmmakers to make a twelve- to fifteen-minute documentary 
short under professional conditions, and features training workshops by seasoned 
professionals on script development and, for the first time this year, film direction.  
In 2009/2010, the Festival international du cinéma francophone en Acadie singled 
out two tremplin winners for honours: the audience award for best canadian short 
film went to yukon filmmaker Julie Plourde for her film Alanna, and Habiter la 
danse (Inhabiting Dance), by Julien cadieux of New Brunswick, won the best 
Acadian short film award. 

Finalists were selected for doc Shop 6, a documentary training program developed 
in partnership by the NFB and cBc for english-language ceGeP and university 
students in media programs in Montreal and Ottawa. this year, the program 
invited students to submit proposals for four-minute documentaries on the theme  
of “something positive, uplifting or empowering in my community.” twenty-three 
short films were completed and broadcast online at the NFB and cBc websites,  
as well as on cBc television.

In February of 2009, after her year-long tour of canada by rail, young Franco-
Ontarian filmmaker Andréanne Germain presented her final short film on the 
NFB blog, engage-toi! <blogue.onf.ca/engage-toi>, an initiative conducted with 
the participation of VIA Rail canada. Andréanne had won the NFB’s engage-toi! 
competition the previous year. 

cinéastes en résiDence

Attracting visionary film and new media makers to the NFB renews our talent 
pool and helps us remain a cutting-edge, creative laboratory for experimentation 
and innovation. 

At the start of the 2009/2010 fiscal year, we announced the establishment of the NFB 
French Program’s cinéastes en résidence program, and acclaimed Quebec filmmakers 
Paule Baillargeon and Philippe Baylaucq were appointed to two-year terms. 

On November 3, 2009, we also watched with pride as Paule Baillargeon accepted 
the Prix Albert-tessier, Quebec’s highest film honour, at the Quebec National 
Assembly for her outstanding career in cinema. 

/ wide ACCessiBiliTy ANd deMoCrATiC 
eNgAgeMeNT

digital technology offered us exciting new avenues for engaging with canadians  
in 2009/2010, providing greater access to NFB productions across a range  
of new platforms. 

Overall, the NFB increased its canadian audience base in 2009/2010, with an 
estimated 28.5 million total views via our education, institutional, television, online, 
mediatheque and community distribution channels, representing a 3% increase over 
2008/2009 audiences.1 

this increase was due to rising Internet audience views: another indication of the 
importance of digital media to the NFB. these new platforms serve as a complement 
to the NFB’s strength in traditional distribution channels such as television and the 
educational/institutional markets, which still comprise a huge share of our total audience. 

1 We have improved our audience measurement methodology for fiscal year 2009/2010, to place an emphasis 
on measuring active online viewing rather than web visits and traffic, when calculating our total canadian 
audience across all platforms. In 2008/2009, our total estimated canadian audience was reported to be 
31,617,158. using more precise metrics, this figure has now been revised to 27,826,512. 

http://onf.ca/tremplin
http://www.onf.ca/engagetoi
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online accessibility

As canadians continued to embrace digital media in 2009/2010, the NFB led the 
way in offering quality canadian content on new platforms. the NFB’s canadian 
online views totalled over 2.8 million in 2009/2010, representing 10% of the NFB’s 
total canadian audience for the year, with the vast majority of these views on 
<NFB.ca>, which alone accounted for 2.5 million views. 

nfb.ca

In its first full year of operation, our <NFB.ca> Online Screening Room met with 
more popular and critical acclaim. It was named one of the “top 50 canadian 
Websites” in November by canada’s Web50, a collective of canadian creative 
designers, marketing managers and online media buyers. On december 1, our 
Online Screening Room was selected as the Best Online Video Portal at the 
canadian New Media Awards in toronto, celebrating excellence in the canadian 
digital media industry. 

Just two days later, <NFB.ca> tied for the Grand Prix in the Art and culture Sites 
category at the Boomerang Awards, recognizing the best interactive media and 
websites by Quebec firms or institutions.

In January 2010, we marked the one-year anniversary of our Screening Room 
by introducing high-definition films online—and as a bonus for canadians, added 
an online sampling of some of the NFB’s recent experiments in stereoscopic 3d 
animation. We also introduced features that allowed users to share comments about 
films, in addition to other enhancements. 
 
In a development that will have major implications for both our Screening Room 
and our role as a trusted supplier of quality canadian educational resources,  
we reached agreements with the ministries of education for Ontario, British columbia, 
New Brunswick and the yukon to bring <NFB.ca> into canadian classrooms.

number of views of nfb productions at nfb.ca 

 2009-2010 2008-2009
canada 2,487,156 537,721
Worldwide 1,876,207 307,189
Total views 4,363,363 844,910

Our canadian online audience spans the country, with the majority of views coming 
from Quebec (42%), followed by Ontario (30%) and British columbia (12%). Overall, 
58% of views were in the english language, while 41% were in French. 

In addition to its canadian audiences, <NFB.ca> attracted 1.9 million international 
views—led by the united States, with over 588,000 views—for a total of 4.3 million 
views globally.    

Almost six hundred productions were added to <NFB.ca> and its French-language 
counterpart <ONF.ca> last fiscal: 310 english-language productions and 281 films 
in French. By year’s end, our Screening Room featured over 1,500 productions  
in all, including entire films, excerpts and trailers.

“the National Film Board of canada (NFB) is renewing its connection 
with the public by taking advantage of the new technologies that have 
created a golden opportunity to introduce the classics of canadian 
cinema to a whole new generation. A success story from any point  
of view.

“One year after the NFB made a selection of its films available online, the 
success of the NFB Screening Room has exceeded all expectations.”
_ISABelle PARÉ, “la vie heureuse de l’ONF en Hd et en 3d,”
Le Devoir, January 21, 2010

http://NFB.ca
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the French-language <ONF.ca> Screening Room plays a vital role in assuring the 
vitality of francophone culture online. It was the first platform in North America for 
viewing works in French by francophone creators. In 2009/2010, there were more 
than one million views of NFB French-language films on our Online Screening Room, 
representing over 40% of all canadian views. 
 
the Screening Room allows us to connect more directly with our audiences from 
official language minority communities, providing a rich viewing experience of the 
NFB’s cultural content in both official languages. In 2009/2010, there were over 
190,000 online views in english in Quebec, with over 177,000 French-language views 
from outside Quebec. One highlight in particular shows the Screening Room’s value  
in promoting French-language culture in canada outside Quebec: Un dimanche 
à 105 ans (A Sunday at 105), a short film by emerging Acadian filmmaker daniel 
léger, broke Screening Room records when it logged 100,000 views in October  
of 2009. A Playlist was also created for the thirty-fifth anniversary of the Acadia Studio, 
putting all the studio’s online productions into one popular and convenient location.

nfb iphone app

Since its inception, the NFB has sought new ways to connect with canadians, 
wherever they are. It’s a search that has taken us far beyond the confines  
of traditional cinema, into church basements and community halls, classrooms 
and now, into the palm of your hand.  

On October 21, 2009, the NFB launched its hugely popular NFB iPhone app, 
providing full and free viewing of hundreds of NFB productions streamed over WiFi, 
3G and edGe wireless networks—a canadian film and entertainment breakthrough.

Our app was hailed by key technology site cNet as “ingenious” and “pure iPhone 
gold.” Here at home, the Toronto Star wrote: “Simply laid out and smooth running, 
it’s an amazing example of tech savvy and user-friendliness from one of this country’s 
cultural institutions,” while toronto’s NOW Magazine said “Awesome . . . so far,  

 

everything the NFB has done with new media has been golden.” Bruno Guglielminetti, 
on <Radio-canada.ca>’s Le Carnet Techno, also had high praise for our app: “I just 
love this app. . . . this week the National Film Board of canada launched a cute little 
app which will captivate movie fans who own an iPod or an iPhone.”

In January 2010, the NFB’s iPhone app was selected as one of the best apps  
of 2009 by itunes canada and named Best use of content in 2009 by theAppleBlog. 
two days after its launch on October 21, 2009, the NFB app was the third most 
downloaded application in canada, ahead of such giants as Facebook and Skype. 

“the NFB success story is noteworthy for two reasons beyond the 
impressive statistics.

“First, the project is instructive from a public policy perspective. As NFB’s 
content manager recently noted, the Screening Room ‘puts the films 
back in front of the people who paid for them in the first place—
canadian taxpayers.

“Second, the NFB has demonstrated the potential of the Internet 
and new media to attract new audiences for canadian content.”
_MIcHAel GeISt, canada Research chair in Internet and e-commerce 
law at the university of Ottawa, Faculty of law.
“National Film Board unreels online smash hits,” thestar.com, Feb 1, 2010

Tweets from Canadians about the NFB iPhone app:

“Possibly the greatest iPhone app ever: NFB Films. Watch 1000s of 
National Film Board of canada movies. Best part? FRee!”
“I have NeVeR wanted an iPhone . . . until now!!!”
 “WOW this is very cool!”

http://ONF.ca
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By the end of the fiscal year, a mere five months after its launch, the NFB app was 
downloaded over 170,000 times with more than 540,000 canadian views. there 
were over 52,000 app downloads and 180,000 views by international users, for  
a global total of more than 222,000 downloads and 720,000 views. In all, canadians 
accounted for 75% of all views and 77% of all downloads—a testament to the 
popularity of our new app, here at home.

At the start of the 2010/2011 year, the NFB iPhone app added to its honours with 
a nomination for Best use of Mobile Video at the 14th Annual Webby Awards,  
the leading international awards honouring excellence on the Internet.

Digital distribution partners 

number of views of nfb productions online through partner sites 
(youtube, Dailymotion)

 2009-2010 2008-2009
canada 339,616 274,099
Worldwide 5,216,372 2,316,833
Total views 5,555,988 2,590,932

to accompany our success with our own online platforms, we also significantly 
expanded our digital reach through partner channels in 2009/2010. 

March 2010 saw our first-ever film premiere on youtube’s Video on demand 
service in the uS, with the American launch of the reFrame Films/NFB co-produced 
documentary The Socalled Movie, about Montreal klezmer/hip hop artist Josh 
dolgin. It was the latest development in our partnership with youtube, with the 
NFB already programming our own youtube channel <www.youtube.com/nfb> 
and collaborating with youtube on the online short film competition at the Festival  
de cannes.

We continued to build content and gain viewers at our NFB channel on dailymotion.com 
<www.dailymotion.com/nfb> and our dedicated NFB channels on both Rogers On 
demand Online and Videotron’s Illico. We also syndicated NFB films with a growing 

list of online partner channels: In demand, Snagfilms, Mercury Media, Acme and 
Ameba licensed a combined 235 titles last fiscal year. And in February 2010, over 
thirty NFB Acadian productions became available on captV, the French-language 
Internet television service of <capAcadie.com>, to mark the thirty-fifth anniversary 
of the NFB’s Acadia Studio. 

these new channels contributed to a 24% increase in our online canadian partner 
views in 2009/2010, which went up from almost 275,000 in the previous year  
to 340,000. Outside canada, the growth was even more impressive: our international 
partner views more than doubled, from 2.3 million in 2008/2009 to 5.2 million this 
fiscal year. 

nfb in the air

In 2009/2010, we concluded two key agreements to ensure that air travellers 
everywhere have access to quality NFB programming in-flight, bringing our rich 
collection to a whole new level. 

In the final quarter of the year, Air canada introduced the NFB channel on more 
than two hundred planes with VOd capability, making NFB films accessible  
to approximately 17 million passengers travelling in canada and around the world. 
the channel was launched in March and focuses on the NFB at the Academy 
Awards, offering Air canada passengers such animated classics as Ryan, Runaway, 
The Cat Came Back and Bob’s Birthday, along with the Oscar-winning short 
documentary Flamenco at 5:15. every month, 2.5 hours of new NFB programming 
will be available on Air canada in english and French. 

celebrating canaDa

bringing all canadians into the olympic spirit

As the world gathered in Vancouver for the 2010 Olympic and Paralympic Games, 
the NFB offered new ways for canadians in every region to share in the Olympic 
spirit and celebrate canada. 

http://www.youtube.com/nfb
http://www.dailymotion.com/nfb
http://CapAcadie.com
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We were a major collaborator with VANOc in Canada CODE, a national 
open-source online initiative that offered a digital dimension to the cultural 
Olympiad, allowing canadians everywhere to take part in creating a collective 
portrait of our country. A first for canada and any Olympic Games, this 
online scrapbook by canadians was available globally on the web and also  
on display at Games celebration Sites in Vancouver, Whistler, Richmond and  
Surrey, Bc.

to ensure that the greatest possible number of canadians could participate, we 
offered over sixty Canada CODE digital Storytelling workshops in schools and 
community centres across the country, including in official language minority 
communities. We also produced an educator’s guide in partnership with VANOc 
and 2010 legacies Now, providing ways to integrate Canada CODE and digital 
storytelling into school curricula. 

Our online Playlist Films for Change <nfb.ca/playlist/films-change> highlighted 
the Games’ theme of environmental sustainability. Films for Change was featured in 
the canadian School Portal on the Vancouver 2010 Olympic and Paralympic Winter 
Games website, offering educators a way to integrate NFB documentaries on the 
environment in a range of subject areas.

the NFB showcased the work of Aboriginal filmmakers at the Games.  
We collaborated with APtN on our Vistas collection of short works by First Nations 
and Inuit artists, which was featured on both the NFB and digital Nations websites, 
as well as in Vancouver at the Aboriginal Pavilion. Films from the NFB’s Nunavut 
Animation lab were also screened at canada’s Northern House, a centre that 
celebrated the cultural richness of the yukon, Northwest territories and Nunavut.
the NFB also worked with the Rendez-vous du cinéma québecois et francophone 
de Vancouver to offer screenings of French-language productions, including 
ten NFB films. 

Olympic visitors and Vancouver residents enjoyed NFB films during the Games  
at the NFB cinema in the International living Room of the Richmond Public library, 
which offered themed programming for children in the morning and after-school 

periods and programming for adults in the afternoon and evenings. And for those 
who couldn’t be present in the host city, we featured Olympic-themed programming 
on our Online Screening Room.

non-tHeatrical anD television markets

number of television and non-theatrical views of nfb productions 
(canadian audience)

 2009-2010	 2008-2009
television 11,540,000	 11,889,000
Non-theatrical (educational and institutional sectors) 13,715,053	 14,473,684
Total audience/views 25,255,053	 26,362,684

canadians continue to access NFB productions in great numbers via traditional 
distribution channels. the educational and institutional sectors of the NFB’s 
canadian non-theatrical audience totalled more than 13.7 million in 2009/2010, 
and canadian television audiences numbered over 11.5 million.   

While both of these traditional channels have declined slightly over the previous 
year—as more viewers chose to access us online—they still represented almost 
90% of our total canadian audience in 2009/2010.

With our growing slate of online offerings, we are well-positioned to ensure that the 
NFB stays connected as canadians migrate to new forms of consumption.

a trusteD partner witH canaDian scHools

the expansion of <NFB.ca> into canadian classrooms, through agreements with 
provincial and territorial ministries of education, will dramatically change the way 
canadian educators and students alike make use of NFB resources. thanks to 
these new agreements, an estimated 3.6 million canadian students will have direct 
access to quality educational films at <NFB.ca>. In 2009/2010, we also added 
features to our website that increased its value to educators and pupils, including 
study guides featuring a wide variety of in-class activities.

http://canadacode.ca
http://www.nfb.ca/playlist/films-change/
http://NFB.ca
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Other key educational initiatives in 2009/2010 included the Weight of the World, a 
program run by Physical and Health education canada in partnership with the NFB. 
In 2009/2010, 123,000 students participated in the program, which utilized the  
NFB co-produced documentary The Weight of the World to raise awareness 
of childhood obesity, fitness and nutrition. 

Also last year, Manawan & Lil’Wata, originally conceived in the 1970s as 
a multimedia educational kit, was completely remastered to offer students a fresh 
look at Aboriginal ethnography and history. 

connecting witH communities

Since the earliest days of the NFB, canada’s public distributor has worked to bring 
socially relevant cinema into communities, as a means of promoting dialogue on 
issues that matter and putting media-making skills within reach of more canadians.

e-cinema

e-cinema helps us better serve canadians by delivering a rich viewing experience on 
the big screen, using affordable digital technologies and the Internet, while providing 
access to more canadians, particularly those in isolated or official language minority 
communities.

this year, the NFB continued its commitment to supporting the vitality of French 
language and culture in Acadia; using e-cinema technology, we provided sixty 
screenings in Moncton, Bouctouche, caraquet, edmundston and Kedgwick, 
New Brunswick to more than 2,900 people, offering them a diverse selection 
of documentary, animation and alternative drama productions. We also marked 
the second anniversary of les Rendez-vous de l’ONF en Acadie, a twelve-week 
e-cinema program showcasing French-language NFB films. 

In June of 2009, the NFB and the Shorefast Foundation announced a three-year 
partnership to establish Newfoundland and labrador’s first e-cinema installation—
and our first english-language e-cinema community partnership—on Fogo Island. 
More than three decades ago, the NFB made a difference in the lives of Fogo 

Islanders with our legendary Challenge for Change series. Now, the NFB is back 
in the community, with a sustained cultural investment that includes workshops 
for youth, filmmaker development initiatives, summer camp programs, production 
funding, a film festival and more. 

community events

the NFB is continuously active in grassroots and community events across 
the country. Notable community events in 2009/2010 included screenings in calgary 
and edmonton of leanne Allison’s Finding Farley, a cross-canada odyssey 
following in the literary footsteps of Farley Mowat. Finding Farley proved a popular 
draw with Albertans, including a capacity crowd at calgary’s Plaza theatre, and 
was also presented in the NFB’s Green Screens program of environmental films  
at the Mediatheque in toronto.

A full house turned out in Moncton for the premiere of Ginette Pellerin’s Antonine 
Maillet – Les possibles sont infinis, presented in French to an enthusiastic 
hometown audience, with the filmmaker and the Prix Goncourt-winning author  
in attendance. the Moncton screening was the centrepiece of the film’s Acadian 
tour, as part of les rendez-vous de l’ONF en Acadie.

Nance Ackerman’s NFB documentary Four Feet Up follows an eight-year-old 
boy living below the poverty line amid the plenty of Nova Scotia’s Annapolis Valley. 
Released on the twentieth anniversary of a House of commons pledge to eliminate 
child poverty, the film was featured in pan-canadian screenings in the fall of 2009, 
and co-presented with local community groups.

the Viva Mantra Films/NFB co-produced documentary Warrior Boyz by Baljit 
Sangra was shown in community venues and schools during May and June  
of 2009, to address the issue of youth gang violence in British columbia, while the 
Broadway theatre in Saskatoon hosted two screenings in late September of A Year 
at Sherbrooke, a film by thomas Hale about artists using creativity to heal lives 
at a local long-term care facility. 



FINDING FARLEY / Leanne Allison
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Public events also played a key role in connecting the NFB with canada’s digital 
innovation community, when Écologie sonore was unveiled at the Society for Arts 
and technology (SAt) in Montreal. Écologie sonore’s launch at the SAt in March 
2010 featured several sound installations and was attended by participants from 
the fields of electroacoustics, contemporary art, new media and the environment.

national screening series

For the third consecutive year, the NFB offered Get Animated!, a canada-wide series 
of free screenings, master classes and activities marking International Animation 
day (October 28). In 2009/2010, free public screenings were presented in thirteen 
canadian cities: Victoria, Vancouver, edmonton, calgary, Winnipeg, toronto, 
Montreal, Halifax, along with Moncton and the other communities in the NFB’s 
e-cinema network in Acadia. Highlights this past year included the participation  
of acclaimed animators chris landreth and cordell Barker.

Highlighting its commitment to promoting francophone culture across canada, 
the NFB was once again a major partner in the Rendez-vous de la Francophonie, 
presenting over 170 canadian screenings, including special programs for children 
and families. the Rendez-vous is a key cultural asset for francophones and 
francophiles in canada, with over 4,700 canadians taking part in events this past 
year—joining thousands more around the world, as part of the Journée internationale 
de la Francophonie (March 20). 

mediatheques

located in the heart of Montreal’s Quartier des spectacles and toronto’s 
entertainment district, our public access facilities offer screenings, workshops and 
special events, and are a popular draw for schools looking for unique hands-on 
experiences in media literacy, animation and more. We also hosted 670 public and 
private screenings at the cineRobotheque last year, along with 467 screenings  
at the toronto Mediatheque.

toronto 

Key events in toronto included the premiere of Tying Your Own Shoes, Shira Avni’s 
award-winning NFB animated documentary on young artists with down syndrome. 
Presented in partnership with the down Syndrome Association of toronto, Special 
Olympics Ontario, Abilities Arts Festival and dramaWay, a theatre for special needs, 
this event combined screenings, workshops and a Q&A recorded for webcasting.

Praise for Mediatheque educational activities from teachers:

“this is an outstanding program! I appreciate all your efforts, particularly 
your patience with the kids. you worked so well with them. the kids had 
a blast . . . as did the teachers.” 
“the instructors were excellent and I was amazed at how much the 
students were able to accomplish in just four hours. It was one of  
the best field trips I’ve ever booked.”
Praise for the Mediatheque summer institute:

“your education program for teachers rocks! can’t say enough about 
the quality people employed at the tO Mediatheque facility.”

Cinerobotheque: Training sessions for teachers and students

“It’s a madhouse here . . . All the teachers are clamouring for their 
cineRobotheque schedules and passes, even the librarian. Not to mention 
the students . . . thank you!”
“thank you again for yesterday’s training session. the ten primary school 
teachers greatly appreciated your warm welcome and professional 
approach. they are now eager to apply what they learned in their own 
classrooms. looking forward to seeing you at the conference!”   
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the Mediatheque in toronto hosted a sneak preview of the Work For All films, 
along with a panel discussion exploring innovative ideas for anti-racism education 
with digital and social networking tools. Other highlights at the toronto Mediatheque 
in 2009/2010 included our Green Screens program, pairing NFB films about  
the environment with expert speakers. 

In July of 2009, we offered the first-ever NFB Mediatheque Summer Institute:  
a three-day program that teaches educators how to integrate film and digital media 
in class. last year, the Mediatheque also became one of just five pick-up locations in 
the Greater toronto Area for the Institute for canadian citizenship’s cultural Access 
Pass program, which invites new canadians to visit our cultural institutions. 

Activities for our francophone clients in toronto featured fourteen public screening 
programs, including our ciné-Jeudi series, as well as a master class for emerging 
francophone filmmakers by Michel Brault, one of the legends of Quebec and 
canadian cinema.

montreal

Working in association with the Montreal police force, the RcMP and the Batshaw 
youth and Family centres, the cineRobotheque in Montreal presented a ten-day run 
of Hélène choquette’s documentary Avenue Zéro (Avenue Zero), a wakeup call 
that explores how human trafficking is taking place here in our cities, accompanied 
by a discussion at its opening night presentation on January 21, 2010.

For Black History Month, activities included a screening and discussion of Hubert 
davis’s Invisible City, in collaboration with coup de pouce jeunesse Montréal-Nord. 

the cineRobotheque hosted events and retrospectives exploring key moments 
in the life of the city and province, including the twentieth anniversary of the 
Polytechnique massacre, the tenth anniversary of the death of Pierre Perrault,  
and the passing of Gilles carle, last fall. 

last year, our educational events at the cineRobotheque reached more than 
28,000 clients—both on-site, and well beyond—and almost one thousand 
educators took advantage of our filmmaking workshops. Working in partnership 
with the Ministère de l’Éducation, du loisir et du Sport du Québec, we offered 
customized training for teachers and students from disadvantaged districts  
in Montreal. the cineRobotheque also introduced Stop Frame, a new program  
of animation workshops for schools. 

major international screenings

the NFB documentary The Strangest Dream, directed by eric Bednarski, 
explores canadians’ concerns about the proliferation of nuclear weapons. last year, 
screenings of the film helped to reflect those concerns while encouraging hope 
through the example of morally engaged scientists and citizens. 

In April, The Strangest Dream was screened at the european Parliament 
in Brussels, the Imperial War Museum in london, the 58th Pugwash conferences 
on Science and World Affairs in the Hague and the Royal Society of edinburgh.  
On May 4, 2009, the film was presented at the united Nations in New york city, 

on the opening of the third Session of the Preparatory committee for the 2010 
Nuclear Non-Proliferation treaty Review conference. Present at the screening was 
NFB commissioner tom Perlmutter, Sergio duarte, the united Nations High 
Representative for disarmament Affairs, and Mr. Jayantha dhanapala, president of 
Pugwash conferences on Science and World Affairs, along with NGOs representing 
over sixty organizations and representatives from 192 member states. In the fall  
of 2009, the Nobel Museum in Stockholm acquired The Strangest Dream for its 
screening program. 

“this documentary is a worthy tribute to a heroic humanitarian and 
a powerful warning to us all to abolish nuclear weapons or face the 
ultimate global warming—nuclear holocaust.”
 _Senator Roméo dallaire
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Here at home, an extensive pan-canadian tour included the National capital 
Region on May 26, 2009, where the film was screened at the canadian Museum of 
civilization by the canadian chapter of Parliamentarians for Nuclear Non-proliferation 
and disarmament.

nfb at film festivals

the NFB added to its track record of success at festivals in canada and beyond, with 
over eighty awards and honours. Film festivals offered canadians in communities 
large and small a rare opportunity to experience their national cinema on the big 
screen and take part in discussions with filmmakers, while internationally, the NFB’s 
record of excellence focused attention on canadian achievements. 

key awards won by the nfb

Highlights from 2009/2010 included the Hot docs film festival, where the NFB 
again swept the awards for best canadian feature documentaries, with top prizes 
for Kevin McMahon’s Primitive entertainment/NFB co-production Waterlife and 
Hubert davis’s Industry Pictures/Shine Films/NFB documentary Invisible City. 
NFB filmmakers Brett Gaylor and tracey deer shared the don Haig award for 
emerging filmmakers, while Alanis Obomsawin received the Hot docs Outstanding 
Achievement Award. 

At the Banff World television Awards, two NFB co-productions featuring innovative 
fusions of documentary and drama received top honours: John Walker’s Passage 
(PtV Productions/John Walker Productions/NFB) was named best canadian 
film and Paul cowan’s Paris 1919 (13 Production/NFB) won the Best History & 
Biography program award. the NFB also received an honorary Rockie on the 
occasion of its seventieth anniversary.

festival premieres and special events

Guy Maddin’s Night Mayor had its world premiere at the toronto International Film 
Festival as part of a strong selection of NFB works, while five NFB co-productions 
had world premieres at the Montreal World Film Festival. 

the Rencontres internationales du documentaire de Montréal presented eight 
NFB films, with the NFB awarding the first-ever Quebec/canada Best Hope Award 
and becoming a principal partner in the fifth edition of the doc circuit Montreal 
documentary market.

At the Vancouver International Film Festival, the NFB was the focus of a seventieth 
anniversary retrospective, while premieres of locally produced NFB documentaries 
Finding Farley by leanne Allison and This Land by dianne Whelan brought 
attention to the richness and fragility of the canadian landscape. the calgary 
International Film Festival selected no less than twenty-six NFB films, in addition  
to two retrospective anthologies in honour of our seventieth.
 
In Atlantic canada, the NFB’s seventieth anniversary and our Acadia Studio’s 
thirty-fifth were saluted with an impressive selection of sixteen documentaries and 
animated shorts at the Festival international du cinéma francophone en Acadie, while 
the Atlantic Film Festival in Halifax featured eight Atlantic premieres and the world 
premiere of Nance Ackerman’s Four Feet Up.

digital awards in the last fiscal year included canadian New Media Awards for Best 
cross-Platform Project for Waterlife Interactive and the Applied Arts Magazine 
Interactive Award for GDP – Measuring the human side of the Canadian 
economic crisis/PIB – L’indice humain de la crise économique canadienne. 
Waterlife Interactive also received a Web Award from the South by Southwest 
Festival in Austin, texas and a city of Karlsruhe Prize for Best educational, Societal 
or Scientific Multimedia Project from BaKaFORuM 2010 in Karlsruhe, Germany.

the NFB continued to collaborate with community festivals that reflect the diverse 
face of our nation today. In 2009/2010, our partnerships included Montreal’s Vues 
d’Afrique Pan Africa International Film Festival, where we screened four NFB films 
and presented the award for best direction of an independent canadian production, 
and the Vancouver Asian Film Festival, home to our NFB Best canadian Short 
Film Award. 
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this was also a banner year for the NFB at Aboriginal film festivals in canada, 
particularly at toronto’s imagineNAtIVe Film + Media Arts Festival, where our 
participation included the opening night film Reel Injun (Rezolution Pictures/
NFB), directed by cree filmmaker Neil diamond, premieres of NFB Aboriginal 
documentaries, dramas and animation, as well as an exclusive talk by NFB 
legend Alanis Obomsawin and the presentation of the Alanis Obomsawin Best 
documentary Award.

/ digiTAl TrANsForMATioN
     
digital technology is enabling audiences to watch, share and interact with audiovisual 
content as never before. conventional producers, distributors and broadcasters 
must confront a truly revolutionary change in their business operations. the old ways 
of doing things no longer apply in the new media age, and significant investments 
in new technologies and work methods are required.

the NFB has traditionally been a pioneer in audiovisual content, in areas where 
standard business models don’t yet exist. However, NFB leadership in this new 
media age won’t happen without a significant commitment and investment  
on our part. 

With this in mind, we are fully engaged in adapting our infrastructure and methods 
to meet the challenges and opportunities of the digital media age. Our goal is to make 
the experience of quality, home-grown cinema accessible to canadians everywhere. 

In 2009/2010, we took a number of key steps in our digital transformation, staking 
out leadership roles in the areas of restoration, conservation and digital accessibility, 
for the benefit of all canadians.  

units digitized  
as of March 31, 2010

Productions in MPeG 2 format for distribution on dVd 6,076
Productions in MPeG 4 format for use in NFB mediatheques  

in Montreal and toronto 5,794
Production excerpts for the web 1,564
complete productions for the web 3,121
Productions for mobile devices 1,669
Productions for e-cinema 281
Stock shots for NFB Images 21,462
Total units digitized 39,967

productions accessible at <nfb.ca> and <onf.ca>  
as of March 31, 2010

Films in French 573
Films in english 643
trailers and clips in French 111
trailers and clips in english 229
Total 1,556

preserving a national legacy

the NFB collection is a national cultural legacy, one which we are committed 
to sharing with canadians and preserving for future generations. By the end of 
2009/2010, we had digitized, restored and made accessible more of our growing 
library of 13,000 titles, with priority given to titles that are in highest demand by our 
clients and those most at risk of degradation.  
 
In 2009/2010, we dedicated ourselves to transferring our entire library to a digital 
Source Master (dSM) within four years. the digital equivalent of our works on film 
or video, dSMs will significantly contribute to the preservation of our audiovisual 
assets. In addition to creating dSMs, making our collection fully accessible across  
a broad range of digital platforms represents a massive undertaking. It will require  
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the creation of a digital Master (dM) and a mezzanine file for each title of our 
collection. We estimate that it will take from five to seven years to fully digitize  
our active collection. As we complete this task, the NFB will be able to deliver its 
content through a myriad of platforms and formats. 

to aid us in managing this growing digital archive, we signed a partnership 
agreement last year with Atempo Inc., whose digital Archive system offers better 
and faster access to our digital collection, enhanced production workflows and 
improved data integrity. 

Digital accessibility for canadians

In 2009/2010, we continued to make more digital content available to canadians 
across a range of platforms. last year alone, 1,556 productions were available  
for online viewing at <NFB.ca>, with 872 productions in english and 684 in French. 

At the cineRobotheque in Montreal and the Mediatheque in toronto, 673 titles were 
added to the collection, for a total of 5,800 films. 

We had also formatted more than 280 titles for our e-cinema network by the 
end of the fiscal year, in time for our expansion of the network to Fogo Island, 
Newfoundland and labrador—our first english-language e-cinema community 
theatre in Atlantic canada. 

research and development, new investments in technology

digitization and archiving were at the heart of our research and development 
activities in 2009/2010, including R&d projects related to the development of the 
NFB digitization plan, deployment of the NFB digital archiving plan and Media 
Asset Management implementation (MAM). For MAM, we’re working with partners  
to implement a strategy that can meet the challenges of a fully digital production 
and distribution environment.

Other digital R&d projects included the evaluation of 3d technologies and new areas 
in e-cinema deployment, with the goal of building on NFB leadership in the creative 
application of these technologies. 

Also, the NFB acquired videoconferencing equipment for several more of our 
locations in 2009/2010, in an effort to reduce both our overall environmental impact 
and travel costs. to date, NFB offices in Vancouver, toronto, edmonton, Moncton 
and Montreal are equipped with this cost-efficient technology.

nfb images 
We continued to add and enrich our content at NFB Images <nfb.ca/images>, NFB’s 
web destination for stock footage professionals. NFB Images gives researchers, 
producers, directors and editors the ability to view, edit and share stock footage 
from a century’s worth of cinema—all online.  

By the end of the 2009/2010 fiscal year, 32% of our stock footage library—totalling 
1,161 hours—had been digitized for NFB Images, which includes 246 hours of 
high-definition material. 

In November of 2009, we added our entire NFB Images database to <Footage.
net>, the world’s largest non-competitive aggregator of stock footage databases. 
the move greatly expands our reach and visibility in the $282 million worldwide 
footage marketplace.

We also laid the groundwork for a partnership with Radio-canada, announced 
in April 2010. the NFB and Radio-canada have joined forces to showcase over 
two thousand hours of new stock footage online, ensuring that filmmakers and 
their audiences have unparalleled access to the audiovisual history of canada  
and Quebec, including a vast selection of francophone stock footage.

http://NFB.ca
http://nfb.ca/images
http://Footage.net
http://Footage.net
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/ orgANiZATioNAl reNewAl ANd FirM FiNANCiNg

Organizational renewal is a priority—and an ongoing process—at canada’s public 
producer and distributor. We’re working to better meet the needs of canadians and 
the Government of canada’s sound management requirements, as well as respond 
to the challenges and opportunities offered by digital technology.

In 2009/2010, we took an in-depth look at all of our program activities as part  
of the federal government’s Strategic Review, and the March 2010 Federal Budget 
concluded that our programs are aligned with the priorities of canadians. While 
we’re encouraged by the findings of this review, we know our commitment to 
improving our efficiency and effectiveness must be ongoing. 
 
working more efficiently and effectively
 
In 2009/2010, we completed our organizational restructuring, merging nine corporate 
branches into five in order to create a more efficient and effective organization, 
and better meet the challenges of the digital media age. We also restructured our 
production operations in Montreal, and Atlantic and Western canada, in order  
to devote more resources to programming and work more closely with local film 
and digital media makers.

Our Prairie centre in Winnipeg was reorganized to enhance our presence in the 
West, bring expertise in multi-platform digital production and increase funding  
for programming. While we continue to maintain a strong presence in Winnipeg 
as a producer, we’re also opening a small office in Saskatchewan to meet a long-
overdue need in that province’s fast-growing audiovisual sector. New producers 
are being hired for the West, joining acclaimed animator cordell Barker, who 
agreed to come on board as a creative consultant in 2009/2010, working with 
filmmakers in Manitoba and across the Prairies. Overall, infrastructure costs  
are being reduced by consolidating administrative duties for the western provinces 
in NFB’s edmonton studio.

We took similar steps to streamline our activities and work more closely with creative 
communities in Atlantic canada. Producer Annette clarke re-located from Halifax  
to her home province of Newfoundland and is now working with local film and media 
makers from a small NFB office in downtown St. John’s, while Ravida din is now 
the head of the Atlantic centre. 

last fiscal year, the Institut du Nouveau Monde, a not-for-profit organization, 
began hosting the multimedia platforms cItIZeNShift and Parole citoyenne. these 
platforms were created by the NFB in 2004, in the tradition of our Challenge for 
Change program of socially engaged filmmaking. It was always our goal that 
cItIZeNShift and Parole citoyenne would become self-sustaining. today, they’re 
thriving as independently produced and community driven destinations, creating 
a lasting legacy. 

better measurement and business practices 

In 2009/2010, we continued to improve our performance management framework 
and make our data collection more rigorous. We also completed work on our 
corporate Risk Profile, identifying how best to maintain workforce capacity and 
expertise, particularly with respect to highly skilled technical staff, and implemented 
competency profiling and workforce-planning initiatives.

tough economic times mean that the NFB must work within a limited budget and 
carefully monitor expenses, while making every effort to strengthen revenues. 
As outlined in the previous section, we’ve been aggressive in tackling costs and 
improving efficiency in 2009/2010. We were also successful in increasing our 
revenue despite difficult market conditions, with overall NFB revenue up 7% over 
the year before, totalling $5,268,369.
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Our institutional and educational sales remained fairly stable, down just slightly from 
the previous year. this resilience in our key non-theatrical market was due in part 
to new licensing agreements with provincial and territorial ministries of education 
for <NFB.ca>, as well as an institutional agreement with les Ateliers diffusion 
Audiovisuelle in France.

the NFB is a niche distributor, offering a unique slate of auteur-driven works each 
year, and such annual variations are inevitable. the past year was no exception. 
However, our revenue success stories in 2009/2010 did not come about by chance: 
they emerged out of decisions made at the NFB as part of our long-term strategic 
vision, and occurred in areas that, we believe, represent significant opportunities  
for future revenue growth.

http://NFB.ca


CBQM / Dennis Allen
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carts of Darkness
dIRectOR

Murray siple
PROduceR

tracey Friesen (NFB)

2009 BeSt dOcuMeNtARy PROGRAM 
OR SeRIeS – NAtuRe/eNVIRONMeNt/
AdVeNtuRe/ScIeNce/tecHNOlOGy
leo Awards
Vancouver, canada

ce Qu’il reste De nous
dIRectORS

Hugo latulippe, François Prévost
PROduceRS

François Prévost, lucille Veilleux 
(Nomadik Films), yves Bisaillon (NFB)

2009 BeSt PIctuRe edItING: 
PuBlIc AFFAIRS, dOcuMeNtARy 
PROGRAM (ANNIe JeAN)
Prix Gémeaux
Montreal, canada

2009 BeSt ScRIPt: dOcuMeNtARy 
(FRANÇOIS PRÉVOSt)
Prix Gémeaux
Montreal, canada

club native
dIRectOR

Tracey deer
PROduceRS

christina Fon, linda ludwick 
(Rezolution Pictures International), 
Adam Symansky (NFB)

2009 cANAdA AWARd
Gemini Awards
calgary, canada

Drux flux
dIRectOR

Theodore ushev
PROduceR

Marc Bertrand (NFB)

2009 BeSt SOuNd
FANtOcHe International 
Animation Film Festival
Baden, Switzerland

2009 tHIRd PRIZe
Animadrid
Madrid, Spain

3/ Awards_Highlights

/FilM ProduCTioNs
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eartH keepers/ 
visionnaires planétaires
dIRectOR

sylvie van Brabant
PROduceRS

Marie-France côté, 
Sylvie Van Brabant, lucille Veilleux, 
Peter Wintonick (les Productions 
du Rapide-Blanc), Patricia Bergeron, 
yves Bisaillon (NFB)

2009 BeSt cANAdIAN FeAtuRe 
dOcuMeNtARy 
Planet in Focus – International 
environmental Film & Video Festival
toronto, canada

finDing farley
dIRectOR

leanne Allison
PROduceR

 tracey Friesen (NFB)

2009 GRANd PRIZe
Banff Mountain Film Festival
Banff, canada

2009 PeOPle’S cHOIce AWARd
Banff Mountain Film Festival
Banff, canada

flicker
dIRectOR

Nik sheehan
PROduceRS

Maureen Judge (Makin’ Movies Inc.), 
Anita lee (NFB)

2009 BeSt FIlM ON ARt
era New Horizons  
International Film Festival
Wroclaw, Poland

Ha’aki
dIRectOR

iriz Pääbo
PROduceR

Michael Fukushima (NFB)

2009 GOldeN NIcA – cOMPuteR  
ANIMAtION/FIlM/VFx 
Prix ARS electronica
linz, Austria

Habiter la Danse
dIRectOR

Julien Cadieux
PROduceRS

Maryse chapdelaine,  
Murielle Rioux-Poirier (NFB)

2009 BeSt AcAdIAN SHORt FIlM
International Francophone 
Film Festival in Acadie
Moncton, canada

How people got fire
dIRectOR

daniel Janke
PROduceRS

Svend-erik eriksen, Martin Rose (NFB)

2009 BeSt SHORt dOcuMeNtARy
imagineNAtIVe Film +  
Media Arts Festival
toronto, canada

2009 BeSt ANIMAted SHORt
American Indian Film Festival
San Francisco, united States

invisible city
dIRectOR

Hubert davis
PROduceRS

Hubert davis (Shine Films),  
Mehernaz lentin (Industry 
Pictures Inc.), Gerry Flahive (NFB)

2009 BeSt cANAdIAN FeAtuRe AWARd
Hot docs
toronto, canada

junior
dIRectORS

isabelle lavigne, 
stéphane Thibault
PROduceRS

Johanne Bergeron, yves Bisaillon (NFB)

2009 BeSt dOcuMeNtARy: SOcIety
Prix Gémeaux
Montreal, canada

maDame tutli-putli
dIRectORS

Chris lavis,  
Maciek szczerbowski
PROduceR

Marcy Page (NFB)

2009 BeSt VISuAl
FANtOcHe International 
Animation Film Festival
Baden, Switzerland

le magicien De kaboul 
dIRectOR

Philippe Baylaucq
PROduceRS

Nathalie Barton (InformAction  
Films Inc.), Patricia Bergeron,  
yves Bisaillon (NFB)

2009 BeSt ORIGINAl MuSIc ScORe 
FOR A dOcuMeNtARy  
(ROBeRt M. lePAGe)
Prix Gémeaux
Montreal, canada

2009 OutStANdING  
cANAdIAN dOcuMeNtARy
ReelWorld Film Festival
toronto, canada
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nigHt mayor
dIRectOR

guy Maddin
PROduceRS

 lindsay Hamel, Joe Macdonald (NFB)

2010 BeSt exPeRIMeNtAl SHORt
South by Southwest Film 
conference and Festival (SxSW)
Austin, united States

paris 1919
dIRectOR

Paul Cowan
PROduceRS

Paul Saadoun (13 Production), 
Gerry Flahive (NFB)

2009 BeSt HIStORy &  
BIOGRAPHy PROGRAM
Banff World television Festival
Banff, canada

passage
dIRectOR

John walker
PROduceRS

Andrea Nemtin (PtV Productions Inc.), 
John Walker (John Walker  
Productions ltd.), Kent Martin (NFB)

2009 BeSt cANAdIAN FIlM
Banff World television Festival
Banff, canada

tHe real place
(Produced within the framework  
of the Governor General’s Performing 
Arts Awards)
dIRectOR

Cam Christiansen
PROduceRS

david christensen,  
Bonnie thompson (NFB)

2009 BeSt SHORt

2009 BeSt ScReeNWRIteR,  
NON-FIctION uNdeR 30 MINuteS 
(BlAKe BROOKeR)

2009 BeSt NARRAtOR  
(JOHN MuRRell)

2009 BeSt ORIGINAl MuSIcAl ScORe,  
NON-FIctION (deWI WOOd)

2009 BeSt ANIMAtOR OR MOtION 
cAPtuRe GRAPHIc ARtISt  
(cAM cHRIStIANSeN)

Alberta Motion Picture Industry 
Association Awards 
edmonton, canada

reel injun
dIRectORS

Catherine Bainbridge, 
Neil diamond, Jeremiah Hayes 
PROduceRS

christina Fon, linda ludwick 
(Rezolution Pictures International), 
Adam Symansky (NFB)

2009 HONOuRABle MeNtION 
FOR tHe AlANIS OBOMSAWIN 
BeSt dOcuMeNtARy AWARd
imagineNAtIVe Film +  
Media Arts Festival
toronto, canada

rip: a remix manifesto
dIRectOR

Brett gaylor
PROduceRS

Mila Aung-thwin  
(eyeSteelFilm Inc.), Kat Baulu, 
Germaine ying Gee Wong (NFB)

2009 AudIeNce AWARd FOR BeSt 
INteRNAtIONAl dOcuMeNtARy
encounters South African International 
documentary Festival
cape town, South Africa

2009 HONOuRABle MeNtION
eBS International documentary Festival
Seoul, Korea

robe De guerre/ 
robes of war
dIRectOR

Michèle Cournoyer
PROduceRS

Michèle Bélanger, René chénier, 
Marcel Jean (NFB)

2010 BeSt ANIMAtION
Soirée des Jutra
Montreal, canada

runaway/train en folie
dIRectOR

Cordell Barker
PROduceRS

derek Mazur, Michael Scott (NFB)

2009 PetIt RAIl d’OR  
FOR BeSt SHORt FIlM
cannes International Film Festival
cannes, France

2009 SPecIAl JuRy AWARd
Annecy International Animated  
Film Festival
Annecy, France

2009 BeSt ANIMAtION
New york city Short Film Festival
New york, united States
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sleeping betty/ 
isabelle au bois Dormant
dIRectOR

Claude Cloutier
PROduceR

Marcel Jean (NFB)

2009 BeSt ANIMAted SHORt
Genie Awards
Ottawa, canada

2009 AudIeNce AWARd
International Film Festival:  
etiuda & Anima
Krakow, Poland

tHe spine
dIRectOR

Chris landreth
PROduceRS

Steven Hoban, Marcy Page (NFB)

2009 GRANd PRIZe
cINANIMA International  
Animated Film Festival
espinho, Portugal

2009 BeSt OF tHe FeSt
Melbourne International  
Animation Festival
Melbourne, Australia

tiger spirit
dIRectOR

Min sook lee
PROduceRS

ed Barreveld, Min Sook lee (Storyline 
entertainment Inc.), Anita lee (NFB)

2009 dONAld BRIttAIN AWARd 
FOR BeSt SOcIAl/POlItIcAl 
dOcuMeNtARy PROGRAM
Gemini Awards
calgary, canada

tying your own sHoes
dIRectOR

shira Avni
PROduceR

Michael Fukushima (NFB)

2009 GOldeN dOVe FOR  
BeSt SHORt dOcuMeNtARy
dOK leipzig – the International 
leipzig Festival for documentary  
and Animated Film
leipzig, Germany

up tHe yangtZe
dIRectOR

yung Chang
PROduceRS

Mila Aung-thwin, John christou 
(eyeSteelFilm Inc.),  
Germaine ying Gee Wong (NFB)

2009 BeSt dOcuMeNtARy
Genie Awards
Ottawa, canada

vive la rose
dIRectOR

Bruce Alcock
PROduceRS

tina Ouellette (Global Mechanic Inc.), 
Annette clarke,  
Michael Fukushima (NFB) 

2009 HONOuRABle MeNtION – 
cANAdIAN FIlM INStItute AWARd 
FOR BeSt cANAdIAN ANIMAtION
Ottawa International Animation Festival
Ottawa, canada

waterlife
dIRectOR

kevin McMahon
PROduceRS

Kristina Mclaughlin, 
Michael McMahon 
(Primitive entertainment Inc.), 
Gerry Flahive (NFB)

2009 SPecIAl JuRy PRIZe –  
cANAdIAN FeAtuRe
Hot docs
toronto, canada
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gDp – measuring 
tHe Human siDe of tHe 
canaDian economic crisis/
pib – l’inDice Humain 
De la crise économiQue 
canaDienne 
dIRectOR – cOORdINAtOR 

Hélène Choquette
PROduceR

Marie-claude dupont

2009 INteRActIVe MedIA:  
exPeRIMeNtAl/ARtIStIc 
Applied Arts Magazine
toronto, canada

nfb.ca
PROductION MANAGeR

Joël Pomerleau

2009 BeSt ONlINe VIdeO PORtAl
canadian New Media Awards
toronto, canada

2009 GRANd PRIZe (SHARed WItH  
OSERAS-TU) – ARtS & cultuRe SIteS
Prix Boomerang
Montreal, canada

waterlife
dIRectOR

kevin McMahon
PROduceRS

Kristina Mclaughlin, 
Michael McMahon 
(Primitive entertainment Inc.), 
Gerry Flahive (NFB)

2009 MultIMedIA FeAtuRe  
PReSeNtAtION, SMAll SIte
Online Journalism Awards
Washington, d.c., united States

2009 BeSt OF SHOW
digital Marketing Awards 
toronto, canada

2009 GOld – eNteRtAINMeNt,  
ARtS & tOuRISM
digital Marketing Awards 
toronto, canada

2009 BeSt cROSS-PlAtFORM PROJect
canadian New Media Awards
toronto, canada

2010 cIty OF KARlSRuHe  
MultIMedIA PRIZe
BaKaFORuM 2010 
Basel, Swizterland

2010 WeB AWARd IN  
tHe ActIVISM cAteGORy
South by Southwest Film  
conference and Festival (SxSW)
Austin, united States

2010 ROBeRt BROOKS AWARd FOR 
dOcuMeNtARy cINeMAtOGRAPHy
canadian Society of 
cinematographers
toronto, canada

/ iNTerACTive ProduCTioNs
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Tom Perlmutter /1
Government Film commissioner 
and chairperson 

s. wayne Clarkson /2
ex-officio member
executive director 
telefilm canada
Montreal, Quebec
(until March 14, 2010)

Carolle Brabant /3
ex-officio member
executive director 
telefilm canada
Montreal, Quebec
(since March 15, 2010)

yves desjardins-siciliano /4
lawyer and Businessman
toronto, Ontario

Anne-Marie H. Applin /5
Founder and chair 
Applin Marketing and 
communications
toronto, Ontario

Mary-lynn Charlton /6
Founder and President
charlton communications
Regina, Saskatchewan

Marc rousseau /7
Associate
lVR capital
Montreal, Quebec

Jerome s. Zwicker /8
President and ceO
thorndale International
Markham, Ontario

John Hutton /9
Realtor, New Home  
construction, consultant
Re/Max, Realty Specialists
St. John’s, Newfoundland

Claude Joli-Cœur /10
Secretary of the Board

4/ Governance the Board of trustees of the National Film Board of canada comprises eight members and is chaired  
by the Government Film commissioner. Six members represent the canadian population, and the executive 
director of telefilm canada, a position filled by S. Wayne clarkson and subsequently by carolle Brabant,  
is an ex-officio member. claude Joli-cœur is the Secretary of the Board.

1 2 3 74 85 96 10
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Tom Perlmutter /1
Government Film commissioner  
and chairperson 

Claude Joli-Cœur /2
Assistant commissioner 

luisa Frate /3
director General 
Finance, Operations  
and technology

deborah drisdell /4
director General
Accessibility and digital enterprises

Cindy witten /5
director General
english Program 

Monique simard /6
director General
French Program 

1 2 3 4 5 6

5/ Senior_
Management



RUNAWAY /  Cordell Barker
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6/ Summary_of_Activities

 NFB	Productions	 Co-productions	 Total

original proDuctions

Animation    
Short 10 35 45

documentary    
Short 20 5 25
Feature 5 6 11
Medium length 8 7 15

Fiction    
Short – 9 9
Feature – – –

experimental 
Short 4 3 7 
sub-total 47 65 112

original nfb proDuctions anD  
co-proDuctions on websites 140 – 140
Total 187 65 252

interactive proDuctions 5 4 9
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films from tHe inDepenDent sector  
tHat receiveD assistance from tHe nfb

Aide au cinéma indépendant canada (AcIc – French Program)  23
Filmmaker Assistance Program (FAP – english Program)   70
   

awarDs      

canadian awards  53
International awards   29
   

units DigitiZeD as of marcH 31, 2010      

Productions in MPeG 2 format for distribution on dVd 6,076
Productions in MPeG 4 format for use in NFB mediatheques  

in Montreal and toronto 5,794
Production excerpts for the web 1,564
complete productions for the web 3,121
Productions for mobile devices 1,669
Productions for e-cinema 281
Stock shots for NFB Images 21,462

proDuctions accessible at <nfb.ca> anD <onf.ca>  
as of marcH 31, 2010

Films in French 573
Films in english 643
trailers and clips in French 111
trailers and clips in english 229

revenues

   
 2009-2010 2008-2009 

   $ $
Canada 
revenues by market    
television and pre-sales 473,795 595,852
Institutional and educational 1,509,139 1,514,271
Home video 542,937 530,737
theatrical 22,957 74,899
Stock shots 779,303 554,071
Total Canada 3,328,131 3,269,830 

international
revenues by market    
television and pre-sales 731,140 764,869 
Institutional and educational 398,282 444,165 
Home video1 767,407 340,975 
theatrical 43,409 96,022 
Total international  1,940,238 1,646,031

1 In 2009-2010, the Home Video market includes the amount of $626,000 for the pre-sale 
of Higglety Pigglety Pop!

revenues by territory    
uSA & latin America 670,867 916,027
europe 492,883 537,099
Asia/Pacific 119,534 123,807
Others2 656,954 69,098
Total 1,940,238 1,646,031

2 Non-allocated revenues that include the amount of $626,000 for the pre-sale of Higglety Pigglety Pop! 
in 2009-2010.
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 2009-2010 2008-2009 Change

 $ $ %
revenues by market
television (including tV pre-sales) 1,204,935 1,360,721  -11
Institutional and educational 1,907,422 1,958,436 -3  
Home video1 1,310,343 871,712 50
theatrical 66,366 170,921 -61
Stock shots 779,303 554,071 41
Total  5,268,369 4,915,861 7

1 In 2009-2010, the Home Video market includes the amount of $626,000 for the pre-sale  
of Higglety Pigglety Pop!



FOUR FEET UP / Nance Ackerman
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/  MANAgeMeNT resPoNsiBiliTy

Responsibility for the integrity and objectivity of the accompanying financial statements for the year ended March 31, 
2010, and all information contained in these statements rests with National Film Board’s management. these 
financial statements have been prepared by management in accordance with treasury Board accounting policies, 
which are consistent with canadian generally accepted accounting principles for the public sector, and year-end 
instructions issued by the Office of the comptroller General.

Management is responsible for the integrity and objectivity of the information in these financial statements. Some  
of the information in the financial statements is based on management’s best estimates and judgment and gives 
due consideration to materiality. to fulfill its accounting and reporting responsibilities, management maintains a set 
of accounts that provides a centralized record of the Board’s financial transactions. Financial information submitted 
to the Public Accounts of canada and included in the National Film Board’s departmental Performance Report  
is consistent with these financial statements.

Management maintains a system of financial management and internal control designed to provide reasonable 
assurance that financial information is reliable, that assets are safeguarded and that transactions are executed  
in accordance with prescribed regulations, within Parliamentary authorities, and are properly recorded to maintain 
accountability of Government funds. Management also seeks to ensure the objectivity and integrity of data in its 
financial statements by careful selection, training and development of qualified staff, by organizational arrangements 
that provide appropriate divisions of responsibility, and by communication programs aimed at ensuring that 
regulations, policies, standards and managerial authorities are understood throughout the Board.

the financial statements of the Board have been audited by the Auditor General of canada.

 

luisa Frate, cA
director General, Finance, Operations and technology  
cFO, cOO & ctO 

7/ Financial_
Statements

lucie Painchaud, cMA
chief, Financial Operations 
(deputy chief Financial Officer)
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/  STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION 
AS AT MARCH 31

Luisa Frate, CA
Director General, Finance, 
Operations and Technology 
CFO, COO & CTO 

Tom Perlmutter
Government Film Commissioner

Jerome S. Zwicker
Member

Yves Desjardins-Siciliano
Member

  2010 2009

ASSETS

   $ $
Financial assets  

Cash 203,355 220,230
Due from the Consolidated Revenue Fund 2,250,613 4,007,721
Accounts receivable  

_Government of Canada 60,083 184,417
_Outside parties 3,300,427 2,984,617

Inventories 269,299 312,076
Deposits 151,619 70,761
   6,235,396 7,779,822

Non-fi nancial assets
Prepaid expenses 517,739 467,153
Capital assets (NOTE 4) 9,243,003 9,560,260
   9,760,742 10,027,413

   15,996,138 17,807,235

  2010 2009

LIABILITIES

   $ $
Accounts payable
 _Government of Canada 1,784,822 1,274,246 
 _Outside parties 5,200,705 5,654,581 
Accrued salaries 153,604 1,575,602 
Vacation pay and accrual for salary revision 252,785 1,387,250 
Deferred revenue 68,757 91,161 
Employee future benefi ts (NOTE 5) 5,243,347 6,416,919 
Obligation under capital leases (NOTE 7) 1,292,320 2,404,773 
   13,996,340 18,804,532 

Equity of Canada 1,999,798 (997,297)

Contractual obligations 
and contingencies (NOTES 9 AND 10) 15,996,138 17,807,235 

THE ACCOMPANYING NOTES ARE AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS.

Approved by Management Approved by the Board of Trustees

Luisa Frate, CA
Director General, Finance, 

Approved by Management

Jerome S. Zwicker
Member

Approved by the Board of Trustees

Yves Desjardins-Siciliano
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/  sTATeMeNT oF oPerATioNs  
FOR tHe yeAR eNded MARcH 31

  2010 2009

expenses  
(NOte 6A)

   $ $

english Programming
Production of films and other forms  

of visual presentations
 _Board’s program 22,495,747 23,838,156
 _Sponsored production and pre-sale 1,030,740 516,090
   23,526,487 24,354,246

French Programming
Production of films and other forms  

of visual presentations
 _Board’s program 16,849,966 15,577,559
 _Sponsored production and pre-sale 961,919 210,833
   17,811,885 15,788,392

distribution 5,906,051 8,301,240
Marketing, Accessibility and outreach 13,544,793 13,742,082
digital development and applications 3,535,939 3,225,472
internal services 9,062,029 9,223,794
   32,048,812 34,492,588

Total expenses 73,387,184 74,635,226

  2010 2009

revenues  
(NOte 6B)

   $ $

Institutional and educational 1,907,422 1,958,436
television  932,965 1,031,104
Sponsored production and pre-sale 1,992,659 726,923
Home video 684,343 871,712
Stock shots 779,303 554,071
Miscellaneous 341,493 470,728
theatrical 66,366 170,921
   6,704,551 5,783,895

Net cost of operations 66,682,633 68,851,331

tHe AccOMPANyING NOteS ARe AN INteGRAl PARt OF tHe FINANcIAl StAteMeNtS.
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/  sTATeMeNT oF CAsH Flow  
FOR tHe yeAR eNded MARcH 31

/  sTATeMeNT oF equiTy oF CANAdA 
FOR tHe yeAR eNded MARcH 31

   2010 2009

    $ $

operating activities
Net cost of operations (66,682,633) (68,851,331)
Items not requiring an outflow (inflow) of cash:
 _Amortization of capital assets 3,246,285  2,773,800 
 _(Gain) loss on disposal of capital assets (14,588) 162,191 
 _change in liability for vacation pay and 

 accrual for salary revision (1,134,465) 1,138,916 
Net change in employee future benefits (1,173,572) (127,065)
Other changes in assets and liabilities (1,757,108) 823,229 
cash used in operating activities (67,516,081) (64,080,260)

Financing activities  
Payments on obligation under capital leases (1,010,601)	 (1,543,779)
cash used in financing activities (1,010,601) (1,543,779)

Capital investment activities  
Acquisition of capital assets (2,924,742) (2,049,192)
Proceeds from disposal of capital assets 14,588  490,501 
cash used in capital activities (2,910,154) (1,558,691)

Net cash provided by government of Canada (71,436,836) (67,182,730)

  2010 2009

   $ $

equity of Canada, beginning of year (997,297) (151,925)
Net cost of operations (66,682,633) (68,851,331)
Net cash provided by Government 71,436,836	 67,182,730 
change in due from the consolidated Revenue Fund (1,757,108) 823,229 

equity of Canada, end of year 1,999,798	 (997,297)

tHe AccOMPANyING NOteS ARe AN INteGRAl PARt OF tHe FINANcIAl StAteMeNtS.
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1/ autHority anD purposes

the National Film Board was established in 1939 under the National Film Act, 
and is the agency responsible for administering the Act.

the National Film Board (the “Board”) is a cultural agency named in Schedule 1.1 
of the Financial Administration Act reporting to the Minister of canadian Heritage 
and Official languages. It is administered by a Board of trustees appointed by the 
Governor in council and chaired by the Government Film commissioner.

the Board’s legislative mandate is to initiate and promote the production and 
distribution of films in the national interest and, in particular:

_  to produce and distribute and to promote the production and distribution of films 
designed to interpret canada to canadians and to other nations;

_  to represent the Government of canada in its relations with persons engaged  
in commercial motion picture film activity in connection with motion picture films 
for the Government or any department thereof;

_  to engage in research in film activity and to make available the results thereof  
to persons engaged in the production of films;

_  to advise the Governor in council in connection with film activities;

_  to discharge such other duties relating to film activity as the Governor in council 
may direct it to undertake.

the Board is not subject to income taxes.

2/ significant accounting policies

these financial statements have been prepared in accordance with treasury 
Board accounting policies and year-end instructions issued by the Office of the 
comptroller General, which are consistent with canadian generally accepted 
accounting principles for the public sector.

the most significant policies are as follows:

Parliamentary appropriations

Operations are funded through a permanent authority from Parliament (Revolving 
Fund) and Parliamentary appropriations voted annually.

the Revolving Fund allows the Board to make payments out of the consolidated 
Revenue Fund for working capital, interim financing of operating costs and capital 
assets acquisitions. this authority requires that the aggregate of admissible 
working capital and net book value of capital assets does not exceed $15 million.
 
the Board is also financed in part by the Government of canada through 
Parliamentary appropriations. the appropriations are voted annually to replenish 
the Revolving Fund for net acquisitions of capital assets and the admissible cost of 
operations. the basis of the appropriations provided to the Board does not parallel 
the accounting principles applied in preparing the financial statements since 
appropriations are primarily based on cash flow requirements. consequently, items 
recognized in the statement of operations and the statement of financial position 
are not necessarily the same as those provided through appropriations from 
Parliament. Note 3 provides a reconciliation between the two bases of reporting.

/  NoTes To FiNANCiAl sTATeMeNTs  
MARcH 31, 2010
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Net cash provided by government of Canada

the Board operates within the consolidated Revenue Fund (cRF), which is 
administered by the Receiver General for canada. All cash receipts are deposited  
to the cRF and all cash disbursements are paid from the cRF. the net cash 
provided by Government is the difference between all cash receipts and 
all cash disbursements including transactions with other Federal departments  
and agencies.

due to (from) the Consolidated revenue Fund

due from the consolidated Revenue Fund balance represents the amount of cash 
that the Board is entitled to draw from the cRF without further appropriations,  
in order to discharge its liabilities and the due to the consolidated Revenue Fund 
balance represents the amount of cash that the Board has to pay to the cRF  
for the money received.

expense recognition

All expenses are recorded on an accrual basis.

Vacation pay is expensed as the benefits accrue to employees under their 
respective terms of employment.

Production of films and other forms of visual presentations

All production costs are charged to operations in the year in which they are 
incurred and shown in the Statement of Operations as follows:

_ Board’s program

All costs incurred for unsponsored productions and co-productions or other 
forms of visual presentations.

_ Sponsored production and pre-sale

Part of costs incurred for film productions and co-productions or other forms 
of visual presentations corresponding to sponsor’s contribution. the excess  
of costs over the sponsor’s contribution is charged to the Board’s program.

revenues

Revenues from the production of films and other forms of visual presentations are 
accounted for at an amount equal to the sponsored production and pre-sale costs 
during the year in which these costs are incurred. Any profit is recognized in the 
year the production is completed. 

Royalty revenues are recognized once all of the Board’s obligations have been 
fulfilled and its expenses have been accounted for, regardless of when the acquirer 
actually uses the work.

Accounts receivable

Accounts receivable are stated at amounts expected to be ultimately realized. 
A provision is made for external accounts receivable where recovery is 
considered uncertain.
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inventories

Materials and supplies are carried at cost.

Film prints and other forms of visual presentations held for sale are carried at the 
lower of cost and net realizable value. the cost of other prints is expensed on  
a current basis.

Capital assets

capital assets are amortized according to the straight line method over the 
estimated useful life of the assets, as follows:

_  technical equipment from 4 to 10 years
_  Software & data processing equipment from 5 to 10 years
_  Office furniture, equipment and other from 5 to 10 years
_  leasehold improvements terms of the leases

the Board has a collection of nearly twenty thousand audiovisual works produced 
since 1895. this inestimable collection is not intended for sale and does not have 
a measurable value. It has, however, been assigned a nominal value of $1 in the 
financial statements, appearing on the statement of financial position as capital 
assets to ensure that the reader is aware of its existence.

the Board enters into operating lease agreements to acquire the exclusive use  
of certain capital assets over the term of the lease. these rental fees are charged to 
operations in the year to which they apply. the Board also enters into capital lease 
agreements by which substantially all the benefits and risks inherent to ownership 
of the assets are transferred to the Board. the Board then records an asset and 
an obligation corresponding to the present value of the minimum lease payments, 
excluding the portion thereof relating to executory costs. the assets recorded from 
a capital lease agreement are amortized on the same basis as other assets owned 
by the Board and the obligations are amortized over the lease term.

employee future benefits

_  Pension benefits

All eligible employees participate in the Public Service Pension Plan administered 
by the Government of canada. the Board’s contributions reflect the full cost as 
employer. this amount is currently based on a multiple of an employee’s required 
contributions and may change over time, depending on the financial situation  
of the Plan. the Board’s contributions are expensed during the year in which the 
services are rendered and represent the total pension obligation of the Board. 
the Board is not currently required to make contributions with respect to any 
actuarial deficiencies of the Public Service Pension Plan. 

_  Severance benefits

employees are entitled to severance benefits as provided for under labour 
contracts and conditions of employment. the cost of these benefits is accrued as 
employees render the services necessary to earn them. Management determined 
the accrued benefit obligation using a method based upon assumptions and  
its best estimates; such as, years of service and employee’s status. 

during this fiscal year, the Board conducted a review of its provision, which 
has resulted in some changes to its method of calculation. the review was  
to consider the historical profile of voluntary departures and layoffs in order to 
better represent future possible scenarios. A modified method for calculating 
the provision for terminations of employment represents a revision of accounting 
estimate. the results for previous years were not restated and the impact on 
the results and on the accrued benefit obligation of the exercise is $1,410,000. 
these benefits represent the only obligation of the Board that entails settlement 
by future payment.
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Contingent liabilities

contingent liabilities are potential liabilities which may become actual liabilities 
when one or more future events occur or fail to occur. to the extent that the future 
event is likely to occur or fail to occur, and a reasonable estimate of the loss can be 
made, an estimated liability is accrued and an expense recorded. If the likelihood  
is not determinable or an amount cannot be reasonably estimated, the contingency 
is disclosed in the notes to the financial statements.

Measurement uncertainty

the preparation of these financial statements in accordance with treasury Board 
accounting policies, which are consistent with canadian generally accepted 
accounting principles for the public sector and year-end instructions issued by 
the Office of the comptroller General, requires management to make estimates 
and assumptions that could affect the amounts of assets, liabilities, revenues 
and expenses reported in the financial statements. At the time of preparation of 
these statements, management believes the estimates and assumptions to be 
reasonable. the most significant items for which estimates are used are the useful 
life of capital assets, allowances for doubtful accounts and the liability related  
to employee severance benefits. Actual results could significantly differ from those 
estimated. the estimates are reviewed periodically and as adjustments become 
necessary, they are reported in net cost of operations in the period in which they 
become known.
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3/ parliamentary appropriations

the Board receives most of its funding through annual Parliamentary 
appropriations. Items recognized in the statement of operations and the 
statement of financial position in one year may be funded through Parliamentary 
appropriations in prior, current or future years. Accordingly, the Board has 
different net results of operations for the year on a government funding basis than  
on accrual accounting basis. the differences are reconciled in the following tables:

a/  reconciliation of net cost of operations 
 to current year appropriations used

   2010 2009

    $ $
Net cost of operations 66,682,633 68,851,331

Adjustments for items affecting net cost  
of operations but not affecting appropriations:

 Add (less):
 _Gain (loss) on disposal of capital assets 14,588 (162,191)
 _change in liability for vacation pay and accrual 

 for salary revision 1,134,465 (1,138,916)
 _Net change in employee future benefits 1,173,572 127,065
 _Amortization of capital assets (3,246,285) (2,773,800)
    (923,660)  (3,947,842)

Adjustments for items not affecting net cost  
of operations but affecting appropriations

 Add (less):
 _Acquisition of capital assets 2,924,742 2,049,192
 _Payments on obligation under capital leases 1,010,601 1,543,779
 _Proceeds from disposal of capital assets (14,588) (490,501)
    3,920,755 3,102,470

current year appropriations used 69,679,728 68,005,959

b/  Appropriations provided and used

  2010 2009

   $ $
As per Main estimates – Vote 65 65,062,362 65,042,000
Supplementary estimates appropriation 5,057,001 3,581,484
Authority to carry forward (439,635) (617,525)

current year appropriations used 69,679,728 68,005,959

c/  reconciliation of net cash provided  
by government of Canada to current  
year appropriations used

  2010 2009

   $ $
Net cash provided by Government of canada 71,436,836 67,182,730
change in net position in  

the consolidated Revenue Fund
 _Variation in accounts receivable (191,476) 822,946
 _Variation in accounts payable 56,700 (255,229)
 _Variation in deferred revenue (22,404) (23,239)
 _Other adjustments (1,599,928) 278,751

current year appropriations used 69,679,728 68,005,959
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4/ capital assets 

	 Cost	 Accumulated	amortization	 Net	book	value

   Opening  disposals and closing Opening  disposals and closing 
   balance Acquisitions write-offs balance balance Amortization write-offs balance 2010	 2009

   $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
technical  
equipment  26,767,297   824,393   57,760  27,533,930  20,309,951   2,217,125   57,760   22,469,316 5,064,614   6,457,346 

Software & data  
processing  
equipment  13,627,669  752,194 70,000  14,309,863   11,260,222  821,216   70,000   12,011,438   2,298,425 2,367,447 

Office furniture,  
equipment & other  897,195   –   –   897,195   811,734   25,587   –   837,321   59,874 85,461 

collection  1   –   –   1   –   –   –   –  	1   1 

leasehold  
improvements  4,500,400   1,352,441   203,029   5,649,812   3,850,395   182,357   203,029   3,829,723  	1,820,089   650,005 

Total  45,792,562   2,929,028   330,789   48,390,801   36,232,302   3,246,285   330,789   39,147,798  	9,243,003  9,560,260 

the above assets include equipment under capital leases for a total cost of 
$3,665,932 (2009 – $4,150,083) less accumulated amortization of $1,189,286 
(2009 – $715,218). current year amortization expenses relating to property under 
capital lease amount to $788,465 (2009 – $718,627). Acquisitions under capital 
leases amounted to $4,286 (2009 – $3,195,997).
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5/ employee future benefits

Pension benefits

the Board and all eligible employees participate in the Public Service Pension Plan, 
which is sponsored and administered by the Government of canada. Pension 
benefits accrue up to a maximum period of 35 years at a rate of 2 percent per 
year of pensionable service, times the average of the best five consecutive years  
of earnings. the benefits are integrated with canada/Quebec Pension Plans 
benefits and they are indexed to inflation.

Both the employees and the Board contribute to the cost of the Plan. the 
2010 expense amounts to $3,967,902 (2009 – $3,578,307), which represents 
approximately 2.1 times (2009 – 2 times) the contributions by employees.

the Board’s responsibility with regard to the Plan is limited to its contributions. 
Actuarial surpluses or deficiencies are recognized in the financial statements  
of the Government of canada, as the Plan’s sponsor. 

severance benefits

the Board provides severance benefits to its employees based on eligibility, years 
of service and final salary. this benefit plan is not pre-funded and thus has no 
assets, resulting in a plan deficit equal to the accrued benefit obligation. Benefits 
will be paid from future appropriations. Information about the plan, measured  
as at March 31, 2010, is as follows:

  2010 2009

   $ $
Accrued benefit obligation, beginning of year 6,416,919 6,543,984
expense for the year (396,399) 772,068
Benefits paid during the year (777,173) (899,133)

Accrued benefit obligation, end of year 5,243,347 6,416,919

6a/ expenses

  2010 2009

   $ $
Salaries and benefits 39,033,538 40,071,294
Professional and special services 10,564,168 8,854,293
Rentals 8,537,430 8,477,522
Amortization of capital assets 3,246,285 2,773,800
transportation and communication 3,110,931 3,383,674
cash financing in co-productions 2,712,277 4,016,332
Materials and supplies 2,227,105 2,292,636
contracted film production and laboratory processing 975,037 1,101,804
Repairs and upkeep 959,940 714,889
Royalties 837,153 1,236,058
Information 699,378 867,295
Miscellaneous 498,530 683,438
(Gain) loss on disposal of capital assets (14,588) 162,191

   73,387,184 74,635,226

6b/ revenues

  2010 2009

   $ $
Film prints 2,003,689 2,488,967
Sponsored production and pre-sale 1,992,659 726,923
Royalties 1,586,927 1,543,206
Stock shots 779,303 554,071
Miscellaneous 341,973 470,728

   6,704,551 5,783,895
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7/ obligation unDer capital leases

the Board has entered into agreements 
to rent technical, data processing and 
office equipment under capital leases. 
the assets have been capitalized using 
imputed interest rates varying from 8% 
to 10%. the related obligations are paid 
over a 2-5 year lease term. Minimum 
lease payments totalled $1,010,601 for 
the year ended March 31, 2010 (2009 
– payments of $1,543,779). Interest 
of $146,903 (2009 – $147,542) was 
charged to operations.

8/ relateD party transactions

the Board is related in terms of common ownership to all departments, agencies 
and crown corporations created by the Government of canada. the Board enters 
into transactions with these entities in the normal course of business in accordance 
with standard trade terms. during the year ending March 31, 2010, the Board 
leased accommodations from the department of Public Works and Government 
Services (PWGSc) for the amount of $7,037,091 (2009 – $7,170,600) and incurred 
$1,291,433 for work done to relocate the Vancouver office.

the Government has structured some of its administrative activities for efficiency 
and cost-effectiveness purposes so that one department performs these on 
behalf of all without charge. the costs of these services, which include payroll 
and cheque issuance services provided by Public Works and Government 
Services canada are not included as an expense in the Statement of Operations.  
the Board also receives audit services provided, free of charge, by the Office of the  
Auditor General.

9/ contractual obligations

the Board has long-term lease agreements for premises and equipment. the most 
significant of these agreements has been concluded with PWGSc for premises 
until 2015. Future minimum rental payments for the next five years and thereafter 
are as follows: 

	 	 Premises	 Equipment	 Total

   $ $ $
2011 6,722,000 1,065,000 7,787,000
2012 6,502,000 470,000 6,972,000
2013 5,626,000 187,000 5,813,000
2014 5,365,000 102,000 5,467,000
2015-2020 2,894,000 11,000 2,905,000

   27,109,000	 1,835,000	 28,944,000

From the amount of $27,109,000 for the lease for premises, agreements have been 
signed for $48,000 with outside parties and $27,061,000 with PWGSc.

10/ contingencies

the Board is subject to various legal claims arising in the normal course of its 
operations. In management’s view, the ultimate disposition of these claims is not 
expected to have a material impact on the financial statements.

11/ comparative figures

certain comparative figures have been reclassified to conform to the presentation 
adopted in the current year.

the obligation under capital leases 
includes the following:

Future	minimum	lease	payments

   $
2011 451,340
2012 599,025
2013 278,752
2014 69,688
   1,398,805
less: imputed interest 106,485

   1,292,320
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Annex i/
NFB_across_canada

/ CusToMer 
serviCe
FroM ANywHere iN CANAdA
1-800-267-7710

FroM MoNTreAl ANd regioN
514-283-9000

___________________________

operational  
HeaDQuarters

Norman Mclaren Building
3155 côte de liesse Road 
Montreal, Quebec  H4N 2N4  
514-283-9000 

PosTAl Address
P.O. Box 6100 
Station centre-ville 
Montreal, Quebec  H3c 3H5

delivery Address
Norman Mclaren Building 
3155 côte de liesse Road 
Montreal, Quebec  H4N 2N4 

/ queBeC

montreal anD regions

Norman Mclaren Building 
3155 côte de liesse Road
Montreal  H4N 2N4 

ENglish	ProgrAm	

quebec Centre
514-283-9537
Animation studio
514-283-9571

FrENCh	ProgrAm	

quebec studio
514-496-1171
Animation and  
youth studio
514-283-9332

cinerobotHeQue

1564 Saint-denis Street 
Montreal  H2x 3K2  
514-496-6887
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/ ATlANTiC

acaDia stuDio 

Heritage court 
95 Foundry Street, Suite 100 
Moncton, New Brunswick 
e1c 5H7
French	Program	
506-851-6104, 
1-866-663-8331

atlantic centre

cornwallis House  
5475 Spring Garden Road, Suite 201 
Halifax, Nova Scotia  B3J 3t2 
English	Program
902-426-6000

and

28 cochrane Street, Suite 102 
St. John’s, Newfoundland 
A1c 3l3
English	Program
709-772-7509

/ oNTArio

ontario centre/ 
ontario anD west  
stuDio/meDiatHeQue

150 John Street 
toronto, Ontario  M5V 3c3 

MedIAtHeQue
416-973-3012

ONtARIO ANd WeSt StudIO 
French	Program	
416-973-5382
1-866-663-7668

ONtARIO ceNtRe
English	Program	
416-973-0904

/ PACiFiC

pacific anD  
yukon centre

351 Abbott Street, Suite 250 
Vancouver, British columbia 
V6B 0G6
(as of January 2010) 
English	Program
604-666-3838

/ PrAiries

prairie centre

136 Market Avenue, Suite 300 
Winnipeg, Manitoba  R3B 0P4
general	information
204-983-3160 
English	Program
204-983-0139

/ wesT

nortH west centre

10815 – 104th Avenue, Room 100
edmonton, Alberta  t5J 4N6 
English	Program	
780-495-3013



REEL INJUN / Catherine Bainbridge, Neil Diamond, Jeremiah Hayes
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/ AlBerTA
Bibliothèque saint-Jean
university of Alberta libraries
campus Saint-Jean
8406 Marie-Anne Gaboury (91st)
edmonton  t6c 4G9
780-465-8711
library.ualberta.ca/bsj

Calgary Public library
w. r. Castell Central library
Arts & Recreation department
616 Macleod trail S.e.
calgary  t2G 2M2
403-260-2780
calgarypubliclibrary.com

edmonton Public library
7 Sir Winston churchill Square
edmonton  t5J 2V4
780-496-7000
epl.ca

/ BriTisH 
ColuMBiA
le Centre culturel  
francophone de vancouver
1551 7th Avenue West
Vancouver  V6J 1S1
604-736-9806
lecentreculturel.com

greater victoria  
Public library
735 Broughton Street
Victoria  V8W 3H2
250-382-7241
gvpl.ca

Prince george  
Public library
887 dominion Street
Prince George  V2l 5l1
250-563-9251
lib.pg.bc.ca

vancouver Public library
350 West Georgia Street
Vancouver  V6B 6B1
604-331-3603
vpl.vancouver.bc.ca

Annex ii/
Partner_libraries_

in_canada 
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/ MANiToBA
City of winnipeg
Millennium Public library
251 donald Street
Winnipeg  R3c 3P5
204-986-6489
winnipeg.ca/library

government of Manitoba*
education and Training
instructional resources unit
1181 Portage Avenue
Winnipeg  R3G 0t3
204-945-7849
edu.gov.mb.ca

/ New BruNswiCk
Albert-westmoreland-kent 
regional library
644 Main Street, Suite 201
Moncton  e1c 1e2
506-869-6000 
gnb.ca/0003/regions/awk-e.asp

Fundy region library
1 Market Square
Saint John  e2l 4Z6
506-643-7220
saintjohnlibrary.ca

/ NewFouNdlANd
Corner Brook Public library
Sir Richard Squires Building
corner Brook  A2H 6J8
709-634-0013
nlpl.ca

Provincial information  
and library resources Board
Arts and Culture Centre
St. John’s  A1B 3A3
709-737-2133
nlpl.ca

/ NorTHwesT 
TerriTories
government of 
Northwest Territories 
dehcho divisional 
Board of education 
educational library/
resource Centre
P.O. Box 376
Fort Simpson  x0e 0N0
867-695-7304
dehcho.nt.ca

Northwest Territories  
Public library services
75 Woodland drive
Hay River  x0e 1G1
867-874-6531
nwtpls.gov.nt.ca

/ NovA sCoTiA
Halifax regional library
5381 Spring Garden Road 
Halifax  B3J 1e9 
902-490-5706 
halifaxpubliclibraries.ca

Nova scotia College  
of Art and design*
5163 duke Street
Halifax  B3J 3J6
902-422-7381
nscad.ca/en/home/libraries

Cape Breton  
university library
1250 Grand lake Road
P.O. Box 5300
Sydney  B1P 6l2
902-563-1321
cbu.ca/library

/ NuNAvuT
Nunavut Public  
library services
P.O. Box 270
Baker lake  x0c 0A0
publiclibraries.nu.ca
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/ oNTArio
Carleton university*
instructional Media services
Room d299, loeb Building 
Ottawa  K1S 5B6
613-520-3813
library.carleton.ca

Hamilton Public library
55 york Boulevard
Hamilton  l3R 3K1
905-546-3278
myhamilton.ca/myhamilton/
libraryservices

kingston Frontenac  
Public library
130 Johnson Street
Kingston  K7l 1x8
613-549-8888
kfpl.ca

kitchener Public library
85 Queen Street North
Kitchener  N2H 2H1
519-743-0271
kpl.org

london Public library
251 dundas Street
london  N6A 6H9
519-661-4600
londonpubliclibrary.ca

North Bay Public library
271 Worthington Street east
North Bay  P1B 1H1
705-474-4830
city.north-bay.on.ca/library

oshawa Public library*
65 Bagot Street
Oshawa  l1H 1N2
905-579-6111, ext. 217
oshawalibrary.on.ca

ottawa Public library
120 Metcalfe Street
Ottawa  K1P 5M2
613-580-2945
biblioottawalibrary.ca

Thunder Bay Public library
285 Red River Road
thunder Bay  P7B 1A9
807-344-3585
tbpl.thunder-bay.on.ca

Toronto Public library
789 yonge Street
toronto  M4W 2G8
416-395-5577
torontopubliclibrary.ca

york university*
sound and Moving image library
Room 125, Scott library 
4700 Keele Street
North york  M3J 1P3
416-736-5508
library.yorku.ca

/ PriNCe edwArd 
islANd
government of Pei
department of education
video library
Confederation Centre  
Public library
145A Richmond Street 
charlottetown  c1A 1J1
902-368-4641
gov.pe.ca

/ queBeC
Bibliothèque d’Amos/
Maison de la culture
222 1st Avenue east
Amos  J9t 1H3
819-732-6070
ville.amos.qc.ca/culture  loisirs/
bibliotheque.htm

Bibliothèque gabrielle-roy
350 St. Joseph Street east
Quebec city  G1K 3B2
418-529-0924
bibliothequesdequebec.qc.ca 

Bibliothèque lisette-Morin
110 de l’Évêché Street east 
P.O. Box 710
Rimouski  G5l 7c7
418-724-3164
ville.rimouski.qc.ca/webconcepteur/
web/villederimouski

Bibliothèque de la sarre
195 Principale Street
la Sarre  J9Z 1y3
819-333-2294, ext. 235
biblrn.qc.ca/biblls
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Bibliothèque municipale 
de Chicoutimi
155 Racine Street east
chicoutimi  G7H 1R5
418-698-5350
ville.saguenay.qc.ca/biblio

Bibliothèque municipale 
de rouyn-Noranda
201 dallaire Avenue
Rouyn-Noranda  J9x 4t5
819-762-0944
biblrn.qc.ca

Bibliothèque municipale 
de sherbrooke
Bibliothèque Éva-sénécal
450 Marquette Street
Sherbrooke  J1H 1M4
819-822-6019
ville.sherbrooke.qc.ca/
webconcepteur/web/
villedesherbrooke

Bibliothèque municipale  
de val-d’or
600 7th Street
Val d’Or  J9P 3P3
819-824-2666
ville.valdor.qc.ca

Bibliothèque municipale  
gatien-lapointe
1225 Place de l’Hôtel-de-Ville
trois-Rivières  G9A 5l9
819-372-4615
citoyen.v3r.net/portail/index.aspx

Concordia university*
Audiovisual department (H-341)
1455 de Maisonneuve Boulevard West
Montreal  H3G 1M8
514-848-2424, ext. 3445
library.concordia.ca

Médiathèque Maskoutaine
2720 dessaulles Street
St. Hyacinthe  J2S 2V7
450-773-1830, ext. 23
mediatheque.qc.ca

/ sAskATCHewAN
John M. Cuelenaere 
Public library*
125 12th Street east
Prince Albert  S6V 1B7
306-763-7638
jmcpl.ca 

le lien/Centre fransaskois 
de ressources culturelles et 
pédagogiques – Collège Mathieu
308 1st Avenue east
P.O. Box 989
Gravelbourg  S0H 1x0
306-648-2240
lelien.ca

regina Public library
2311 12th Avenue
Regina  S4P 3Z5
306-777-6120
rpl.regina.sk.ca

saskatoon Public library
311 23rd Street east
Saskatoon  S7K 0J6
306-975-7558
publib.saskatoon.sk.ca

/ yukoN
government of yukon –  
libraries and Archives
2071 2nd Avenue
Whitehorse  y1A 2c6
867-667-5239
ypl.gov.yk.ca

*  tHeSe lIBRARIeS HOld SPecIAl AudIOVISuAl cOllectIONS,  
SucH AS PARt OF tHe NFB’S 16MM cOllectION.
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alanna
d.   Julie Plourde
P.   Anne-Marie Rocher

AudIeNce AWARd FOR BeSt 
cANAdIAN SHORt FIlM
International Francophone Film 
Festival in Acadie 
Moncton, canada
October 3, 2009

capturing reality
d.   Pepita Ferrari
P.   Michelle Van Beusekom

BRONZe – eNteRtAINMeNt,  
ARtS & tOuRISM
digital Marketing Awards 
toronto, canada
November 11, 2009

carts of Darkness
d.   Murray siple
P.   tracey Friesen

BeSt dOcuMeNtARy PROGRAM 
OR SeRIeS – NAtuRe/eNVIRONMeNt/
AdVeNtuRe/ScIeNce/tecHNOlOGy
leo Awards
Vancouver, canada
May 9, 2009

cbQm
d.   dennis Allen
P.   Bonnie thompson

AlANIS OBOMSAWIN BeSt 
dOcuMeNtARy AWARd
imagineNAtIVe Film + 
Media Arts Festival
toronto, canada
October 18, 2009

ce Qu’il reste De nous
d.    Hugo latulippe, 

François Prévost
P.    François Prévost, 

lucille Veilleux (Nomadik Films), 
yves Bisaillon (NFB)

BeSt PIctuRe edItING: 
PuBlIc AFFAIRS, dOcuMeNtARy 
PROGRAM (ANNIe JeAN)
Prix Gémeaux
Montreal, canada
September 17, 2009

BeSt ScRIPt: dOcuMeNtARy 
(FRANÇOIS PRÉVOSt)
Prix Gémeaux
Montreal, canada
September 17, 2009

Annex iii/
Awards
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club native
d.  Tracey deer
P.  christina Fon, linda ludwick 

(Rezolution Pictures International), 
Adam Symansky (NFB)

BeSt dOcuMeNtARy
dreamspeakers Film Festival
edmonton, canada
June 21, 2009

cANAdA AWARd
Gemini Awards
calgary, canada
November 14, 2009

come again in spring
d.   Belinda oldford
P.   Marcy Page

BeSt ANIMAtION
el Festival Internacional de cine 
Para Niños – (… y non tan Niños)
Mexico city, Mexico
August 16, 2009

D’arusHa À arusHa 
d.   Christophe gargot
P.   christophe Gougeon (Atopic Films), 

christian Medawar (NFB) 

JuRy’S AMNeSty INteRNAtIONAl 
SPecIAl MeNtION
Indie lisboa – International 
Independent Film Festival
lisbon, Portugal
May 9, 2009

Dieu a-t-il Quitté l’afriQue?
d.   Musa dieng kala
P.  colette loumède, 

christian Medawar

ScIc GlOBAl ISSueS AWARd
Golden Sheaf Awards, yorkton 
Short Film & Video Festival 
yorkton, canada
May 24, 2009

Dirt
d.   Meghna Haldar
P.  tracey Friesen

BeSt PIctuRe edItING IN 
A dOcuMeNtARy PROGRAM 
OR SeRIeS (cARMeN POllARd)
leo Awards
Vancouver, canada
May 9, 2009

BeSt ScReeNWRItING IN A 
dOcuMeNtARy PROGRAM OR SeRIeS 
(MeGHNA HAldAR)
leo Awards
Vancouver, canada
May 9, 2009

BeSt SOuNd edItING IN A 
dOcuMeNtARy PROGRAM OR SeRIeS 
(deNNIS BuRKe, ANdRe IWANcHuK, 
MIKe PAPROcKI)
leo Awards
Vancouver, canada
May 9, 2009

Drux flux
d.   Theodore ushev
P.  Marc Bertrand

BeSt SOuNd
– with a cash prize of cHF 2,000
FANtOcHe International 
Animation Film Festival
Baden, Switzerland
September 13, 2009

tHIRd PRIZe
– with a cash prize of €3,000
Animadrid
Madrid, Spain
October 2, 2009

eartH keepers/ 
visionnaires planétaires
d.  sylvie van Brabant
P.  Marie-France côté, 

Sylvie Van Brabant, lucille Veilleux, 
Peter Wintonick (les Productions 
du Rapide-Blanc), Patricia Bergeron, 
yves Bisaillon (NFB)

BeSt cANAdIAN FeAtuRe 
dOcuMeNtARy 
Planet in Focus – International 
environmental Film & Video Festival
toronto, canada
October 25, 2009

engine 371
d.   kevin langdale
P.  Svend-erik eriksen

2Nd PRIZe – Adult JuRy PRIZe – 
ANIMAted SHORt FIlM OR VIdeO
chicago International  
children’s Film Festival
chicago, united States
November 1, 2009

finDing farley
d.   leanne Allison
P.  tracey Friesen

GRANd PRIZe
Banff Mountain Film Festival
Banff, canada
November 8, 2009

PeOPle’S cHOIce AWARd
Banff Mountain Film Festival
Banff, canada
November 8, 2009

flicker
d.  Nik sheehan
P.  Maureen Judge (Makin’ 

Movies Inc.), Anita lee (NFB)

BeSt FIlM ON ARt
– with a cash prize of €10,000
era New Horizons  
International Film Festival
Wroclaw, Poland
August 2, 2009
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four feet up
d.  Nance Ackerman
P.  Annette clarke

ed HIGGINSON cINeMAtOGRAPHy 
AWARd (cHRIStOPHeR BAll)
Atlantic Film Festival
Halifax, canada
September 26, 2009

gDp – measuring 
tHe Human siDe of tHe 
canaDian economic crisis/
pib – l’inDice Humain 
De la crise économiQue 
canaDienne 
director – coordinator:  
 Hélène Choquette
P.  Marie-claude dupont

INteRActIVe MedIA:  
exPeRIMeNtAl/ARtIStIc 
Applied Arts Magazine
toronto, canada
december 1, 2009

Ha’aki
d.  iriz Pääbo
P.  Michael Fukushima

GOldeN NIcA – cOMPuteR  
ANIMAtION/FIlM/VFx 
– with a cash prize of €10,000
Prix ARS electronica
linz, Austria
September 8, 2009

SPecIAl MeNtION
Animadrid
Madrid, Spain
October 2, 2009

Habiter la Danse
d.  Julien Cadieux
P.  Maryse chapdelaine, 

Murielle Rioux-Poirier

BeSt AcAdIAN SHORt FIlM
International Francophone 
Film Festival in Acadie
Moncton, canada
October 3, 2009

Hommes À louer
d.  rodrigue Jean
P.  Nathalie Barton (InformAction 

Films Inc.), Jacques turgeon (NFB)

BeSt MedIuM-leNGtH OR 
FeAtuRe dOcuMeNtARy 
(SHARed WItH ENCIRCLEMENT 
By RIcHARd BROuIllette)
International Francophone 
Film Festival in Acadie 
Moncton, canada
October 3, 2009

Honour tHy fatHer 
(seconD stories)
d. gerald Auger
P.  Gil cardinal

BeSt PROductION ReFlectING 
cultuRAl dIVeRSIty
Alberta Motion Picture Industry 
Association Awards 
edmonton, canada
May 2, 2009

How people got fire
d.  daniel Janke
P.  Svend-erik eriksen, Martin Rose

BeSt ANIMAtION
dreamspeakers Film Festival
edmonton, canada
June 21, 2009

teueIKAN SecONd PRIZe
Montreal First Peoples Festival 
(land InSights)
Montreal, canada
June 21, 2009

BeSt SHORt dOcuMeNtARy
imagineNAtIVe Film +  
Media Arts Festival
toronto, canada
October 18, 2009

BeSt ANIMAted SHORt
American Indian Film Festival
San Francisco, united States
November 14, 2009

invisible city
d.  Hubert davis
P.  Hubert davis (Shine Films), 

Mehernaz lentin (Industry 
Pictures Inc.), Gerry Flahive (NFB)

BeSt cANAdIAN FeAtuRe AWARd
Hot docs
toronto, canada
May 8, 2009
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junior
d.  isabelle lavigne, 

stéphane Thibault
P.  Johanne Bergeron, yves Bisaillon

BeSt dOcuMeNtARy: SOcIety
Prix Gémeaux
Montreal, canada
September 17, 2009

maDame tutli-putli
d.  Chris lavis, Maciek 

szczerbowski
P.  Marcy Page

BeSt VISuAl
– with a cash prize of cHF 2,000
FANtOcHe International 
Animation Film Festival
Baden, Switzerland
September 13, 2009

le magicien De kaboul 
d.  Philippe Baylaucq
P.  Nathalie Barton (InformAction 

Films Inc.), Patricia Bergeron, 
yves Bisaillon (NFB)

OutStANdING cANAdIAN 
dOcuMeNtARy
– with a one-year FAP  
(Filmmaker Assistance Program) 
membership, which includes $5,000 
in technical services from the 
NFB ReelWorld Film Festival
toronto, canada
April 19, 2009

BeSt ORIGINAl MuSIc ScORe 
FOR A dOcuMeNtARy  
(ROBeRt M. lePAGe)
Prix Gémeaux
Montreal, canada
September 17, 2009

montréal sympHonie: 
kent nagano et 
l’orcHestre sympHoniQue 
De montréal
d.  Bettina ehrhardt
P.  colette loumède

BeSt cANAdIAN FIlM
FIFA/International Festival  
of Films on Art
Montreal, canada
March 28, 2010

tHe necktie/ 
le nŒuD cravate 
d.  Jean-François lévesque
P.  Michèle Bélanger, Julie Roy

BeSt ANIMAtION
Golden Sheaf Awards, yorkton 
Short Film & Video Festival
yorkton, canada
May 24, 2009

BeSt ANIMAted SHORt
– with a cash prize of uS$500
Starz denver International Film Festival
denver, united States
November 22, 2009

nfb.ca (website)
Production manager: Joël Pomerleau

BeSt ONlINe VIdeO PORtAl
canadian New Media Awards
toronto, canada
december 1, 2009

GRANd PRIZe (SHARed WItH  
OSERAS-TU) – ARtS & cultuRe SIteS
Prix Boomerang
Montreal, canada
december 3, 2009

nigHt mayor
d.  guy Maddin
P.  lindsay Hamel, Joe Macdonald

BeSt exPeRIMeNtAl SHORt
South by Southwest Film 
conference and Festival (SxSW)
Austin, united States
March 29, 2010

paris 1919
d.  Paul Cowan
P.  Paul Saadoun (13 Production), 

Gerry Flahive (NFB)

BeSt HIStORy & BIOGRAPHy PROGRAM
Banff World television Festival
Banff, canada
June 10, 2009
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passage
d.  John walker
P.  Andrea Nemtin (PtV 

Productions Inc.), John Walker 
(John Walker Productions ltd.), 
Kent Martin (NFB)

BeSt cANAdIAN FIlM
Banff World television Festival
Banff, canada
June 10, 2009

SIlVeR cHRIS AWARd  
(BeSt OF ItS dIVISION)
columbus International  
Film + Video Festival
columbus, united States
November 15, 2009

tHe real place
d. Cam Christiansen
P.  david christensen, 

Bonnie thompson

BeSt ANIMAtOR OR MOtION cAPtuRe 
GRAPHIc ARtISt (cAM cHRIStIANSeN) 
Alberta Motion Picture Industry 
Association Awards 
edmonton, canada
May 2, 2009

BeSt dIRectOR NON-FIctION 
uNdeR 30 (cAM cHRIStIANSeN)  
Alberta Motion Picture Industry 
Association Awards 
edmonton, canada
May 2, 2009

BeSt NARRAtOR (JOHN MuRRell)
Alberta Motion Picture Industry 
Association Awards 
edmonton, canada
May 2, 2009

BeSt ORIGINAl MuSIcAl ScORe,  
NON-FIctION (deWI WOOd)  
Alberta Motion Picture Industry 
Association Awards 
edmonton, canada
May 2, 2009

BeSt ScReeNWRIteR, NON-FIctION 
uNdeR 30 MINuteS (BlAKe BROOKeR) 
Alberta Motion Picture Industry 
Association Awards 
edmonton, canada
May 2, 2009

BeSt SHORt 
Alberta Motion Picture Industry 
Association Awards 
edmonton, canada
May 2, 2009

reel injun
d.  Catherine Bainbridge, 

Neil diamond, 
Jeremiah Hayes 

P.  christina Fon, linda ludwick 
(Rezolution Pictures International), 
Adam Symansky (NFB)

HONOuRABle MeNtION FOR 
tHe AlANIS OBOMSAWIN BeSt 
dOcuMeNtARy AWARd
imagineNAtIVe Film +  
Media Arts Festival
toronto, canada
October 18, 2009

rip: a remix manifesto
d.  Brett gaylor
P.  Mila Aung-thwin  

(eyeSteelFilm Inc.), Kat Baulu, 
Germaine ying Gee Wong (NFB)

AudIeNce AWARd FOR BeSt 
INteRNAtIONAl dOcuMeNtARy
encounters South African International 
documentary Festival
cape town, South Africa
July 19, 2009

HONOuRABle MeNtION
eBS International documentary 
Festival
Seoul, Korea
September 27, 2009

robe De guerre/ 
robes of war
d.  Michèle Cournoyer
P.  Michèle Bélanger, René chénier, 

Marcel Jean

BeSt ANIMAtION
Soirée des Jutra
Montreal, canada
March 28, 2010

rosa rosa
d.  Félix dufour-laperrière
P.  Félix dufour-laperrière (Noir sur 

Blanc Animation), Pascal le Nôtre 
(Folimage), René chénier, Julie Roy 
(NFB)

ONdA cuRtA AWARd
Vila do conde International  
Short Film Festival
Vila do conde, Portugal
July 12, 2009
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runaway/train en folie
d.  Cordell Barker
P.  derek Mazur, Michael Scott

PetIt RAIl d’OR FOR BeSt SHORt FIlM
– with a cash prize of €1,000 
to edit a new print
cannes International Film Festival
cannes, France
May 24, 2009

SPecIAl JuRy AWARd
Annecy International Animated Film 
Festival
Annecy, France
June 13, 2009

BeSt ANIMAtION
New york city Short Film Festival
New york, united States
September 13, 2009

cAMÉRIO l’AVANtAGe FOR BeSt 
SHORt ANIMAtION, cAteGORy 
12 yeARS ANd uNdeR
carrousel international du film 
de Rimouski
Rimouski, canada
October 4, 2009

AudIeNce AWARd (AGeS 5 tO 10)
International children’s Film Festival
New york, united States
March 14, 2010

sleeping betty/ 
isabelle au bois Dormant
d.  Claude Cloutier
P.  Marcel Jean

BeSt ANIMAted SHORt
Genie Awards
Ottawa, canada
April 4, 2009

AudIeNce AWARd
International Film Festival:  
etiuda & Anima
Krakow, Poland
december 4, 2009 

tHe spine
d.  Chris landreth
P.  Steven Hoban, Marcy Page (NFB)

BeSt OF tHe FeSt
Melbourne International Animation 
Festival
Melbourne, Australia
June 29, 2009

HONOuRABle MeNtION
Prix ARS electronica
linz, Austria
September 8, 2009

GRANd PRIZe
cINANIMA International  
Animated Film Festival
espinho, Portugal
November 14, 2009

tiger spirit
d.  Min sook lee
P.  ed Barreveld, Min Sook lee 

(Storyline entertainment Inc.), 
Anita lee (NFB)

dONAld BRIttAIN AWARd 
FOR BeSt SOcIAl/POlItIcAl 
dOcuMeNtARy PROGRAM
Gemini Awards
calgary, canada
November 14, 2009

tying your own sHoes
d.  shira Avni
P.  Michael Fukushima

GOldeN dOVe FOR BeSt SHORt 
dOcuMeNtARy
– with a cash prize of €5,000
dOK leipzig – the International 
leipzig Festival for documentary  
and Animated Film
leipzig, Germany
November 1, 2009

AudIeNce AWARd
tricky Women 
Vienna, Austria
March 8, 2010

up tHe yangtZe
d.  yung Chang
P.  Mila Aung-thwin, John christou 

(eyeSteelFilm Inc.),  
Germaine ying Gee Wong (NFB)

BeSt dOcuMeNtARy
Genie Awards
Ottawa, canada
April 4, 2009

vistas – inuksHop
d.  Jobie weetaluktuk
P.  Vanessa loewen (Animiki See 

digital Productions Inc.), Kat Baulu, 
Joe Macdonald (NFB)

HONOuRABle MeNtION FOR BeSt 
exPeRIMeNtAl FIlM
imagineNAtIVe Film + Media Arts 
Festival
toronto, canada
October 18, 2009

vive la rose
d.  Bruce Alcock
P.  tina Ouellette (Global Mechanic 

Inc.), Annette clarke, Michael 
Fukushima (NFB) 

HONOuRABle MeNtION – 
cANAdIAN FIlM INStItute AWARd 
FOR BeSt cANAdIAN ANIMAtION
Ottawa International Animation 
Festival
Ottawa, canada
October 18, 2009
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wapos bay: raiDers  
of tHe lost art
d.  dennis Jackson, 

Melanie Jackson, Cam lizotte
P.  dennis Jackson, Melanie 

Jackson, Anand Ramayya 
(Wapos Bay Productions Inc.), 
derek Mazu (NFB)

BeSt cHIldReN’S PROductION
Golden Sheaf Awards, yorkton  
Short Film & Video Festival
yorkton, canada
May 24, 2009

waterlife
d.  kevin McMahon
P.  Kristina Mclaughlin, 

Michael McMahon 
(Primitive entertainment Inc.), 
Gerry Flahive (NFB)

SPecIAl JuRy PRIZe –  
cANAdIAN FeAtuRe
Hot docs
toronto, canada
May 8, 2009

waterlife interactive
d.  kevin McMahon
P.  Kristina Mclaughlin, 

Michael McMahon 
(Primitive entertainment Inc.), 
Gerry Flahive (NFB)

MultIMedIA FeAtuRe  
PReSeNtAtION, SMAll SIte
Online Journalism Awards
Washington, d.c., united States
October 3, 2009

BeSt OF SHOW
digital Marketing Awards 
toronto, canada
November 11, 2009

GOld – eNteRtAINMeNt,  
ARtS & tOuRISM
digital Marketing Awards 
toronto, canada
November 11, 2009

BeSt cROSS-PlAtFORM PROJect
canadian New Media Awards
toronto, canada
december 1, 2009

cIty OF KARlSRuHe  
MultIMedIA PRIZe
BaKaFORuM 2010 
Basel, Swizterland
February 1, 2010

WeB AWARd IN tHe ActIVISM 
cAteGORy
South by Southwest Film conference 
and Festival (SxSW)
Austin, united States
March 15, 2010

ROBeRt BROOKS AWARd FOR 
dOcuMeNtARy cINeMAtOGRAPHy
canadian Society of 
cinematographers
toronto, canada
March 27, 2010



NAMRATA / Shazia Javed
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/ NFB 
ProduCTioN 
CeNTres  
For 2009–2010
___________________________

eNglisH 
ProgrAM 
director General: cindy Witten 

Quebec

Animation studio – Montreal 
executive Producer: david Verrall
Producers: Michael Fukushima, 
Marcy Page

quebec Centre – Montreal 
executive Producer: Ravida din 
Producers:  Katherine Baulu, 
Johanne Bergeron (FAP), 
Adam Symansky, Alexandra yanofsky 

nova scotia/ 
new brunswick/
prince eDwarD islanD/
newfounDlanD

Atlantic Centre – Halifax 
executive Producer: Kent Martin
Producer: Annette clarke

ontario

ontario Centre – Toronto 
executive Producer: Silva Basmajian
Producers: Gerry Flahive, Anita lee, 
lea Marin

manitoba/ 
saskatcHewan/ 
nunavut/ 
ontario west

Prairie Centre – winnipeg
executive Producer: derek Mazur 
(until February 28, 2010),  
david christensen  
(since March 1, 2010)  
Producer: Joe Macdonald

alberta/ 
nortHwest territories

Northwest Centre – edmonton
executive Producer: 
david christensen
Producer: Bonnie thompson

britisH columbia/ 
yukon

Pacific & yukon Centre – 
vancouver 
executive Producer: tracey Friesen 
Producers: yves J. Ma, Selwyn Jacob, 
Martin Rose

Annex iv/
Productions
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FreNCH 
ProgrAM
director General: Monique Simard 

Quebec

Animation & youth studio – 
Montreal 
executive Producer: René chénier
Producers: Marc Bertrand, Julie Roy

quebec studio 
Montreal Area 
Producers: colette loumède, 
line Richard 

Quebec Regions
executive Producer: Jacques turgeon

nova scotia/ 
new brunswick/
prince eDwarD islanD/
newfounDlanD

Acadia studio – Moncton
executive Producer: Jacques turgeon
Producer: Murielle Rioux-Poirier

ontario/ 
britisH columbia/ 
alberta/ 
saskatcHewan/ 
manitoba/ 
nortHwest territories/
yukon

ontario & west studio – Toronto 
executive Producer: Jacques turgeon
Producer: Anne-Marie Rocher
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360 jours Qui ont cHangé 
l’amériQue Du norD 
22:50 
d.   serge Turbide
P.  Jacques turgeon

Original French documentary 
produced by the NFB (French 
Program/Quebec Studio) 

l’affaire coca-cola 
85:50 
d.  Carmen garcia,

germán gutiérrez
P.   carmen Garcia (Argus Films Inc.), 

Johanne Bergeron,  
yves Bisaillon (NFB) 

Original French documentary 
produced by Argus Films Inc.  
in co-production with the NFB  
(english Program/Quebec Studio)

/ FilM  
ProduCTioNs

antonine maillet –  
les possibles sont infinis
52:30
d.  ginette Pellerin
P.  Pauline Bourque, Ginette Pellerin 

(Améri Ka Productions Inc.), 
Murielle Rioux-Poirier (NFB)

Original French documentary 
produced by Améri Ka Productions 
Inc. in co-production with the NFB 
(French Program/Acadia Studio)

arctic circle –  
episoDe one: on tHin ice
42:44
d.   wally longul, Atsushi Nishida 
P.  toshihiro Matsumoto (NHK Japan), 

Michelle van Beusekom (NFB), 
Wally longul

Original english documentary 
produced by NHK Japan  
in co-production with the NFB  
(english Program/Quebec centre)

arctic circle – episoDe two: 
battle for tHe pole
42:59 
d.  wally longul, Takashi shibasaki
P.  toshihiro Matsumoto (NHK Japan), 

Michelle van Beusekom (NFB), 
Wally longul 

Original english documentary 
produced by NHK Japan  
in co-production with the NFB  
(english Program/Quebec centre)

capturing george
6:07 
d.  scott smith
P.  yves J. Ma

Original english documentary 
produced by the NFB (english 
Program/Pacific & yukon centre)

cbQm
66:02
d.  dennis Allen
P.  Bonnie thompson

Original english documentary 
produced by the NFB (english 
Program/North West centre)

alanna
25:52 
d.  Julie Plourde
P.  Anne-Marie Rocher

Original French documentary 
produced by the NFB (French 
Program/Ontario & West Studio) 
as part of the 2008 tremplin 
contest, made possible with the 
financial support of canadian 
Heritage via the Interdepartmental 
Partnership with the Official-
language communities (IPOlc)

anton & tHe piano
6:03
d.  david Acomba
P.  Gerry Flahive

Original english documentary 
produced by the NFB (english 
Program/Ontario centre)
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le cHŒur D’une culture 
27:09 
d. Marie-France guerrette
P.  Anne-Marie Rocher

Original French documentary 
produced by the NFB (French 
Program/Ontario & West Studio) 
with the collaboration of Radio-
canada as part of the 2008 tremplin 
contest, made possible with the 
financial support of canadian 
Heritage via the Interdepartmental 
Partnership with the Official-
language communities (IPOlc)

circle Haiku
5:00
d.  emmanuel Hessier
P.  Kat Baulu

Original english experimental film 
produced by the NFB (english 
Program/Quebec centre) as part 
of the Making Music program for 
emerging Anglo filmmakers and 
musicians in Quebec, in collaboration 
with Pop Montreal, third Side Music, 
Montreal Film Group, cKut

clémence DesrocHers – 
la clémence Des Dieux 
6:51
d.  Philippe Baylaucq
P.  René chénier

Original French documentary 
produced by the NFB (French 
Program/Animation & youth Studio)

colD morning
7:35
d.  Mark lewis
P.  Michael White  

(Mark lewis Studio Inc.),  
Gerry Flahive (NFB)

Original english experimental film 
produced by Mark lewis Studio Inc. 
in co-production with the NFB 
(english Program/Ontario centre)

Dans le ventre Du moulin
51:57
d.  Marie Belzil, Mariano Franco 
P.  Jean-Pierre Vézina  

(les Productions du 8e art), 
Jacques turgeon (NFB)

Original French documentary 
produced by les Productions du 
8e art in co-production with the NFB 
(French Program/Quebec Studio)

Dream magic 
6:23
d.  katerina Cizek
P.  Gerry Flahive

Original english documentary 
produced by the NFB (english 
Program/Ontario centre)

éDitH butler – 
fille Du vent et D’acaDie 
5:53 
d.  Monique leBlanc
P.  Jacques turgeon

Original French documentary 
produced by the NFB 
(French Program)

éloge Du cHiac – part 2 
77:37 
d.  Marie Cadieux
P.  Jean-claude Bellefeuille  

(Bellefeuille Production),  
Murielle Rioux-Poirier (NFB)

Original French documentary 
produced by Bellefeuille Production 
in co-production with the NFB 
(French Program/Acadia Studio)

enfants De solDats 
51:57
d.  Claire Corriveau
P.  Anne-Marie Rocher

Original French documentary 
produced by the NFB (French 
Program/Ontario & West Studio)

… et la musiQue
74:41
d.  Michel lam
P.  Patricia Bergeron

Original French documentary 
produced by the NFB (French 
Program/Quebec Studio)

facing cHamplain: 
making of: stereoscopy: 
animation Design
21:26
d.  Philippe Tremblay
P.  david Verrall

Original english documentary 
produced by the NFB (english 
Program/Animation Studio)

finDing farley
62:49 
d.  leanne Allison
P.  tracey Friesen

Original english documentary 
produced by the NFB (english 
Program/Pacific & yukon centre)
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la formation Des nuages
10:11
d.  Marie-Hélène Turcotte
P.  Marc Bertrand

Original French animation produced 
by the NFB (French Program/
Animation & youth Studio)

four feet up
46:15
d.  Nance Ackerman
P.  Annette clarke 

Original english documentary 
produced by the NFB (english 
Program/Atlantic centre)

grace, milly, lucy...  
Des fillettes solDates 
72:53
d.  raymonde Provencher
P.  Raymonde Provencher 

(Macumba dOc Inc.), 
Johanne Bergeron, 
colette loumède (NFB) 

Original French documentary 
produced by Macumba dOc Inc. 
in co-production with the NFB 
(French Program/Quebec Studio)

Habiter la Danse
25:05
d.  Julien Cadieux
P.  Maryse chapdelaine, 

Murielle Rioux-Poirier

Original French documentary 
produced by the NFB (French 
Program/Acadia Studio) with the 
collaboration of Radio-canada as 
part of the 2008 tremplin contest, 
made possible with the financial 
support of canadian Heritage via 
the Interdepartmental Partnership 
with the Official-language 
communities (IPOlc)

Higglety pigglety pop! 
or tHere must be more 
to life
23:27
d.  Chris lavis, 

Maciek szczerbowski
P.  Spike Jonze, Vincent landay, 

Marcy Page

Original english animation 
produced by the NFB (english 
Program/Animation Studio)

l’Homme Qui Dort
11:45
d.  inès sedan
P.  Marcel Jean, Galilé Mario-Gauvin 

(unité centrale), Ron dyens 
(Sacrebleu Productions), 
Marc Bertrand (NFB)

Original French animation produced 
by Sacrebleu Productions and unité 
centrale in co-production with the 
NFB (French Program/Animation & 
youth Studio)

ils eurent treiZe enfants… 
26:06 
d.  Anika lirette
P.  Murielle Rioux-Poirier

Original French documentary 
produced by the NFB (French 
Program/Acadia Studio) with the 
collaboration of Radio-canada 
as part of the 2008 tremplin 
contest, made possible with the 
financial support of canadian 
Heritage via the Interdepartmental 
Partnership with the Official-
language communities (IPOlc)

inspire expire
27:29 
d.  danielle sturk
P.  Anne-Marie Rocher

Original French documentary 
produced by the NFB (French 
Program/Ontario & West Studio) 

jacQues Drouin en relief 
40:45
d.  guillaume Fortin
P.  Julie Roy

Original French documentary 
produced by the NFB (French 
Program/Animation & youth Studio)

les journaux De lipsett 
14:01 
d.  Theodore ushev
P.  Marc Bertrand

Original French animation produced 
by the NFB (French Program/
Animation & youth Studio)

lanD of tHe HeaDs
6:08  
d.  Claude Barras, Cédric louis
P.  claude Barras (Helium Films), 

Michael Fukushima (NFB) 

Original english animation produced 
by Helium Films, tSR/SSR idée suisse 
in co-production with the NFB (english 
Program/Animation Studio)
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listen
6:21
d.  david New
P.  Gerry Flahive

Original english documentary 
produced by the NFB (english 
Program/Ontario centre)

little caugHnawaga: 
to brooklyn anD back
56:46
d. reaghan Tarbell
P.  Kat Baulu

Original english documentary 
produced by the NFB (english 
Program/Quebec centre)

love at tHe twiligHt motel 
82:30
d.  Alison rose
P.  Gerry Flahive

Original english documentary 
produced by Inigo Films in  
co-production with the NFB  
(english Program/Ontario centre)

luDovic – television series
26 episodes of 12 min
d.  Co Hoedeman
P.  Vivianne Morin (cité-Amérique), 

Julie Roy (NFB)

Original French animation produced 
by cité-Amérique, KRO, ZdF in 
co-production with the NFB (French 
Program/Animation & youth Studio)

mamori
7:44 
d.  karl lemieux
P.  Julie Roy

Original French animation produced 
by the NFB (French Program/
Animation & youth Studio)

martHa Qui vient Du froiD 
83:00
d.  Marquise lepage
P.  Marcel Simard (les Productions 

Virage Inc.), Johanne Bergeron, 
yves Bisaillon (NFB)

Original French documentary 
produced by les Productions Virage 
Inc. in co-production with the NFB 
(French Program/Quebec Studio)

mobile stories: 
tHe ascent of man
2:45 
d.  luke gustafson, denny 

silverthorne
P.  Jonas diamond, Kevin O’Keefe 

(Mobile ithentic Productions Inc.), 
lea Marin (NFB)

Original english animation produced 
by Mobile ithentic Productions Inc. 
in co-production with the NFB 
(english Program/Ontario centre)

mobile stories: baggage
4:04
d.  renuka Jeyapalan
P.  Kevin O’Keefe (Mobile ithentic 

Productions Inc.), lea Marin (NFB)

Original english drama produced 
by Mobile ithentic Productions Inc. 
in co-production with the NFB 
(english Program/Ontario centre)

mobile stories: Dirty trick
5:23 
d.  Malcolm Clarke
P.  Kevin O’Keefe (Mobile ithentic 

Productions Inc.), lea Marin (NFB)

Original english drama produced 
by Mobile ithentic Productions Inc. 
in co-production with the NFB 
(english Program/Ontario centre)

mobile stories: moments 
3:12 
d.  Hubert davis
P.  Kevin O’Keefe (Mobile ithentic 

Productions Inc.), lea Marin (NFB)

Original english drama produced 
by Mobile ithentic Productions Inc. 
in co-production with the NFB 
(english Program/Ontario centre)

mobile stories: superbalD!
3:34 
d.  Apeman888
P.  Kevin O’Keefe (Mobile ithentic 

Productions Inc.), lea Marin (NFB)

Original english drama produced 
by Mobile ithentic Productions Inc. 
in co-production with the NFB 
(english Program/Ontario centre)

mobile stories: 
wisH you were Here
3:29 
d.  shui-Bo wang
P.  Kevin O’Keefe (Mobile ithentic 

Productions Inc.), lea Marin (NFB)

Original english drama produced 
by Mobile ithentic Productions Inc. 
in co-production with the NFB 
(english Program/Ontario centre)

music.seen
5:22 
d.  Anne-Marie Bergeron
P.  Kat Baulu

Original english experimental film 
produced by the NFB (english 
Program/Quebec centre) as part 
of the Making Music program for 
emerging Anglo filmmakers and 
musicians in Quebec, in collaboration 
with Pop Montreal, third Side Music, 
Montreal Film Group, cKut
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namrata
9:11 
d.  shazia Javed
P.  Gil cardinal, Bonnie thompson

Original english documentary 
produced by the NFB (english 
Program/North West centre)

natHan pHillips sQuare
4:00
d.  Mark lewis
P.  Michael White (Mark lewis 

Studio Inc.), Gerry Flahive (NFB)

Original english experimental film 
produced by Mark lewis Studio Inc.  
in co-production with the NFB 
(english Program/Ontario centre)

nigHt mayor
13:53 
d.  guy Maddin
P.  lindsay Hamel, Joe Macdonald

Original english experimental film 
produced by the NFB (english 
Program/Prairie centre)

peggy baker:  
four pHrases
5:25 
d.  Howie shia
P.  Michael Fukushima

Original english animation produced 
by the NFB (english Program/
Animation Studio)

les porteurs D’espoir 
89:28 
d.  Fernand dansereau
P.  Monique Simard

Original French documentary 
produced by the NFB (French 
Program/Quebec Studio)

pour ne pas perDre le norD
21:30 
d.  sarah McNair-landry
P. Anne-Marie Rocher

Original French documentary 
produced by the NFB (French 
Program/Ontario & West Studio) 
as part of the 2008 tremplin 
contest, made possible with the 
financial support of canadian 
Heritage via the Interdepartmental 
Partnership with the Official-
language communities (IPOlc)

le printemps De mélie
26:57 
d.  Pierre-luc granjon
P.  Pascal le Nôtre (Folimage), 

François deplanck, Sophie Boé 
(Piwi), Marie-Josée corbeil, 
christine côté (divertissement 
Subséquence Inc.),  
René chénier (NFB) 

Original French animation produced 
by Folimage, Piwi, divertissement 
Subséquence Inc. in co-production 
with the NFB (French Program/
Animation & youth Studio)

professor norman cornett: 
‘since wHen Do we Divorce 
tHe rigHt answer from an 
Honest answer?’
80:42 
d.  Alanis obomsawin
P.  Adam Symansky, Robert Verrall

Original english documentary 
produced by the NFB (english 
Program/Quebec centre)

recycle, reuse, remix 
5:00
d.  Tamara scherbak
P.  Kat Baulu

Original english experimental film 
produced by the NFB (english 
Program/Quebec centre) as part 
of the Making Music program for 
emerging Anglo filmmakers and 
musicians in Quebec, in collaboration 
with Pop Montreal, third Side Music, 
Montreal Film Group, cKut

reel injun
88:21 
d.  Catherine Bainbridge, 

Neil diamond, Jeremiah Hayes 
P.  christina Fon, linda ludwick 

(Rezolution Pictures International), 
Adam Symansky (NFB)

Original english documentary 
produced by Rezolution Pictures 
International in co-production 
with the NFB (english Program/
Quebec centre)
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remembrance
4:54  
d.  randy Bradshaw
P.  david christensen, 

Bonnie thompson

Original english documentary 
produced by the NFB (english 
Program/North West centre)

robert lepage
6:14 
d.  Jeremy Peter Allen
P.  Jacques turgeon

Original French documentary 
produced by the NFB (French 
Program/Quebec Studio)

runaway 
9:10 
d.  Cordell Barker
P.  derek Mazur, Michael Scott

Original english animation 
produced by the NFB (english 
Program/Prairie centre)

le secret D’un moine 
27:59 
d.  yves Étienne Massicotte
P.  Anne-Marie Rocher

Original French documentary 
produced by the NFB (French 
Program/Ontario & West Studio)

six: insiDe tHe  
HotHouse 5 
22:17 
d.  Carrie Haber
P.  Michael Fukushima 

Original english documentary 
produced by the NFB (english 
Program/Animation Studio)

six miles Deep
43:22 
d.  sarah roque
P.  lea Marin

Original english documentary 
produced by the NFB (english 
Program/Ontario centre)

tHe spine
11:17 
d.  Chris landreth
P.  Steven Hoban, Marcy Page

Original english animation 
produced by the NFB (english 
Program/Animation Studio)

taggeD
27:53 
d.  shawney Cohen, Mike gallay
P.  Shawney cohen, Mike Gallay 

(Gallay/Hartt Productions), 
lea Marin (NFB)

Original english documentary 
produced by Gallay/Hartt Productions 
in co-production with the NFB (english 
Program/Ontario centre) as part of 
the calling card Program, an initiative 
of the National Film Board of canada 
and tVO with the participation of the 
documentary Organization of canada

tD centre, 54tH floor
6:57 
d.  Mark lewis
P.  Michael White (Mark lewis 

Studio Inc.), Gerry Flahive (NFB)

Original english experimental film 
produced by Mark lewis Studio Inc.  
in co-production with the NFB 
(english Program/Ontario centre)

tHis lanD
35:27 
d.  dianne whelan
P.  Selwyn Jacob

Original english documentary 
produced by the NFB (english 
Program/Pacific & yukon centre)

a time tHere was:  
stories from tHe last  
Days of kenya colony
87:00
d.  don Mcwilliams
P.  Marcy Page, Adam Symansky

Original english documentary 
produced by the NFB (english 
Program/Animation Studio)

la trancHée 
5:54 
d.  Claude Cloutier
P.  Marc Bertrand 

Original French animation 
produced by the NFB (French 
Program/Animation & youth Studio)

tulku
75:34 
d.  gesar Mukpo
P.  Kent Martin

Original english documentary 
produced by the NFB as part 
of the Reel diversity competition 
for emerging filmmakers of colour, 
a National Film Board of canada 
initiative in partnership with cBc 
and cBc Newsworld (english 
Program/Atlantic centre)
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tying your own sHoes
16:11 
d.  shira Avni
P.  Michael Fukushima

Original english animation 
produced by the NFB (english 
Program/Animation Studio)

visionnaires planétaires
82:31 
d.  sylvie van Brabant
P.  Marie-France côté,  

Sylvie Van Brabant, lucille Veilleux, 
Peter Wintonick (les Productions 
du Rapide-Blanc), Patricia Bergeron, 
yves Bisaillon (ONF)

Original French documentary 
produced by les Productions du 
Rapide-Blanc in co-production with 
the NFB (French Program/Quebec 
Studio)

vistas – boxeD in
4:04 
d.  shane Belcourt
P.  Vanessa loewen, Peter Strutt 

(Animiki See Productions), 
lea Marin (NFB)

Original english drama produced by 
Animiki See Productions in  
co-production with the NFB  
(english Program/Ontario centre)

vistas – button blanket
3:25 
d.  Zoe l. Hopkins
 P.  Vanessa loewen, Peter Strutt 

(Animiki See Productions), 
Selwyn Jacob (NFB)

Original english documentary 
produced by Animiki See Productions 
in co-production with the NFB (english 
Program/Prairie centre)

vistas – carrying fire 
3:44 
d.  Marie Burke
P.  Vanessa loewen, Peter Strutt 

(Animiki See Productions), 
Bonnie thompson (NFB)

Original english drama produced  
by Animiki See Productions in  
co-production with the NFB  
(english Program/North West centre)

vistas – crossing  
tHe line (3D)
3:05 
d.  Tracey deer
P.  Vanessa loewen, Peter Strutt 

(Animiki See Productions), 
Kat Baulu (NFB)

Original english 3d drama  
produced by Animiki See Productions 
in co-production with the NFB  
(english Program/Quebec centre)

vistas – Dancers of  
tHe grass
2:14 
d.  Melanie Jackson
P.  Vanessa loewen, Peter Strutt 

(Animiki See Productions), 
Joe Macdonald (NFB)

Original english animation  
produced by Animiki See Productions 
in co-production with the NFB  
(english Program/Prairie centre)

vistas – ignition
3:18 
d. doug smarch Jr.
P.  Vanessa loewen, Peter Strutt 

(Animiki See Productions), 
yves J. Ma (NFB)

Original english animation produced 
by Animiki See Productions in  
co-production with the NFB (english 
Program/Pacific & yukon centre)

vistas – inuksHop
2:16 
d.  Jobie weetaluktuk
P.  Vanessa loewen, Peter Strutt 

(Animiki See Productions), 
Kat Baulu (NFB)

Original english documentary 
produced by Animiki See Productions 
in co-production with the NFB 
(english Program/Quebec centre)

vistas – little tHunDer 
2:59 
d.  Nancy Ackerman, Alan syliboy
P.  Vanessa loewen, Peter Strutt 

(Animiki See Productions), 
Annette clarke (NFB)

Original english animation  
produced by Animiki See Productions 
in co-production with the NFB 
(english Program/Atlantic centre)
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vistas – reD ocHre
3:16
d.  Jerry evans
P.  Vanessa loewen, Peter Strutt 

(Animiki See Productions), 
Annette clarke (NFB)

Original english documentary 
produced by Animiki See Productions 
in co-production with the NFB (english 
Program/Atlantic centre)

vistas – trapper
2:45 
d.  shannon letandre
P.  Vanessa loewen, Peter Strutt 

(Animiki See Productions), 
Joe Macdonald (NFB)

Original english documentary 
produced by Animiki See Productions 
in co-production with the NFB (english 
Program/Prairie centre)

vistas – tHe visit
3:45 
d.  lisa Jackson
P.  Vanessa loewen, Peter Strutt 

(Animiki See Productions), 
Selwyn Jacob (NFB)

Original english animation  
produced by Animiki See Productions 
in co-production with the NFB (english 
Program/Pacific & yukon centre)

vistas – walk-in-tHe-forest 
3:09 
d.  diane obomsawin
P.  Vanessa loewen, Peter Strutt 

(Animiki See Productions), 
Michael Fukushima (NFB)

Original english animation  
produced by Animiki See Productions 
in co-production with the NFB 
(english Program/Animation Studio)

vistas – wave a reD flag 
4:06 
d.  Adam Jones
P.  Vanessa loewen, Peter Strutt 

(Animiki See Productions), 
lea Marin (NFB)

Original english drama produced  
by Animiki See Productions in  
co-production with the NFB 
(english Program/Ontario centre)

wapikoni – 
escale À kitcisakik  
51:57
d.  Mathieu vachon
P.  Manon Barbeau,  

lucille Veilleux (Productions totam), 
line Richard (NFB)

Original French documentary 
produced by Productions totam  
in co-production with the NFB  
(French Program/Quebec Studio)

waterlife
109:07 
d.  kevin McMahon
P.  Kristina Mclaughlin, 

Michael McMahon 
(Primitive entertainment Inc.),  
Gerry Flahive (NFB)

Original english documentary 
produced by Primitive entertainment 
Inc. in co-production with the NFB 
(english Program/Ontario centre)

tHe wHirlwinD 
of your passion: 
a pHilantHropist’s Dream
7:06 
d.  Barbara willis-sweete
P.  Gerry Flahive 

Original english documentary 
produced by the NFB 
(english Program/Ontario centre)

tHe wobble inciDent 
4:06 
d.  Claire Blanchet, sam vipond
P.  Kat Baulu

Original english animation produced 
by the NFB (english Program/
Quebec centre) as part of the Making 
Music program for emerging Anglo 
filmmakers and musicians in Quebec, 
in collaboration with Pop Montreal, 
third Side Music, Montreal Film 
Group, cKut
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/ iNTerACTive ProduCTioNs

100 mots pour la folie

5:45 
Original French web production 
produced by the NFB (French 
Program/Quebec Studio) 
onf.ca/malajube

capturing reality:  
tHe art of Documentary 

Original english website produced 
by the NFB (english Program/
Quebec centre) 
films.nfb.ca/capturing-reality

coDe canaDa/canaDa coDe 

Original bilingual website produced 
by VANOc in partnership with Bell 
and the NFB (english Program/
Pacific & yukon centre), and including 
four films produced by the NFB 
(english Program/Pacific & yukon 
centre and French Program)
canadacode.vancouver2010.com

engage-toi!

French website containing  
11 documentaries, produced by 
the NFB (French Program/Ontario 
& West Studio) made possible with 
the financial support of canadian 
Heritage via the Interdepartmental 
Partnership with the Official-
language communities (IPOlc) and 
in partnership with tFO and Via Rail
blogue.onf.ca/engage-toi

gDp – measuring tHe 
Human siDe of tHe canaDian 
economic crisis/pib – 
l’inDice Humain De la crise 
économiQue canaDienne 

Original bilingual web documentary 
production produced by the NFB 
(French Program and english 
Program), including 84 documentaries 
and 36 photo essays put online 
in 2009–2010
gdp.nfb.ca/index

label free Zone/ 
Zone sans étiQuettes 

Original bilingual website 
produced by the NFB  
(english Program/Prairie centre)
lfz.nfb.ca

playing it safe

Original english website produced 
by the NFB (english Program/
North West centre), including five films 
put online in 2009–2010 
playing-it-safe.nfb.ca 

waterlife

Original english website produced 
by Primitive entertainment Inc. 
in co-production with the NFB 
(english Program/Ontario centre)
waterlife.nfb.ca

wHo we are/ 
Qui sommes-nous? 

Original bilingual web production 
produced by Kungfu and turbulent 
Media in co-production with the NFB 
(French Program/Quebec Studio)
whoweare.ca

http://onf.ca/malajube
http://films.nfb.ca/capturing-reality/
http://blogue.onf.ca/engage-toi/
http://gdp.nfb.ca/index
http://lfz.nfb.ca
http://playing-it-safe.nfb.ca
http://waterlife.nfb.ca
http://whoweare.ca


PROFESSOR NORMAN CORNETT:  
‹SINCE WHEN DO WE DIvORCE 
THE RIGHT ANSWER FROM  
AN HONEST ANSWER?› 
/ Alanis Obomsawin
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/ Aide au cinéma 
indépendant –
Canada

Quebec

Au pays de Pelerin
Patrick Pellegrino

Ceux qui demeurent 
Iphigénie Marcoux-Fournier, 
Karine Van Ameringen

Chewing gomme 
Benoit desjardins

Corps et âmes
Robert Paquin

des lumières dans  
la grande noirceur
Sophie Bissonnette

dolores
Guillaume Fortin

le grand sault
Hervé demers

Héen Tàak
Nathalie lasselin

M
Félix dufour laperrière

Marc séguin
Bruno Boulianne

Margot et Bastien
Sara Bourdeau

Marya et son amant
Stéphane defoy

Mémé Power
Magnus Isacsson

la monstre
dominic Goyer

M’ouvrir
Albéric Aurtenèche

Poudre
Ky Nam le duc

Presto
Frederick Reid

questions nationales
Roger Boire

service à domicile
Simon-Olivier Fecteau

sophie lavoie 
Anne Émond

sullivan
Françoise dugré

sur ses pas
Mateo Guez

la vie en slam
Julien Fréchette

Annex v/
Independent_Film_

Projects_Supported_

by_AcIc_and_FAP
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/ Filmmaker 
Assistance 
Program

atlantic centre

Cardboard Junction
Jacqueline Hynes

division of labour
Kathryn Mckay

Fishing for oil
Rachel Bower

quiet at dawn
Anthony Butt

Tanks
Aram Kouyoumdjian

vocation 
Rhonda Buckley

animation stuDio –  
montreal

Adults Merf
Brandon Blommaert

Bye Bye Bye
Ben S. levine

The Child and the Firefly
Glenn Gear

drat
Farzin Farzaneh

gabrielle
Stephanie Weber Biron

long shadows
Josh Bonnetta

Monkey’s Cocktail
Virpi Kettu

rondo
yin Ko lee

without wings
Joanna Meuris

Quebec centre

Among Friends
Geoffrey uloth

desolación
Mariano Franco

Fear of snakes
Andreas Mendritski 

Memories of a draftee
leopoldo Gutierrez

Parking space
david Bitton

red light Bhangra
Wendy champagne

suha
Robby Reis

Think Big
tally Abecassis

Tren Fantasma
Abdo Abdolall
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ontario centre

A good Meal
Jesse Wallace

Alan
daniel cockburn

The Armoire
Jamie travis

Cab 138
Robert Swartz

Choke
Michelle latimer

inside
yaz Rabadi

Josef & Aimée
Ben Shirinian

Macho girls
Geoffrey Pugen

Mud
Andrew cividino

Painting daddy
Astra Burka

The Patient
elizabeth lazebnik

Plum Tomato
Jamie cussen

Pulsate
tess Girard

The way i see it
Victor Mifsud

The young Prime Minister
Bill taylor

prairie centre

gift
Ann Verrall

i’ll Help you
Fernando dalayoan

My Father was the son  
of a French legionnaire
Jonathan le

The sands
david Geiss

The shoemaker
Sunny Sidhu

Ten Mile Farmer
Kristin tresoor 

The watchmen –  
All uncovered
Reil Munro

wood Burning Project
Mike Maryniuk

yellowhead
Kevin Nikkel

nortH west centre

8 for infinity
Michael Maxxis

Attack of the shadows
Kirsten carthew

My Father’s war
Kate Werkman

Penalty kick
carlos Ghioni

shannon
Kevin Gibson

steel ribbons
Anyes Fabre-dimsdale

stonewater
Jaro Malanowski

Tying the knot
Michal lavi

pacific & yukon centre

Cold and sunny
Jennifer Halley

Commitment
Raahul Singh

don’t Tell santa  
you’re Jewish
Jody Kramer

e Anx (The Cave)
Helen Haig-Brown

Fantastic world of  
veronica Pacheco
carmen Forsberg

The gray Matter
Steven denault

Hair where Hair  
ought Not Be
dominique Basi

The Hollow Tree
dan Pierce

in the Footsteps  
of ghandi
Garth dyke

Near silence
Ana de lara

one week Missing
Melissa Flagg

ray Condo’s Crazy  
Mixed up world
debra dawson

remembering  
riverview
lisa Nielsen

sanctuary
Jordan Paterson
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